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Abstract 
Results of Sierpinski and others have shown that certain finite-dimensional product sets can 
be written as unions of subsets, each of which is ‘narrow’ in a corresponding direction; that is, 
each line in that direction intersects the subset in a small set. For example, if the set w x w is 
partitioned into two pieces along the diagonal, then one piece meets every horizontal line in a 
finite set, and the other piece meets each vertical line in a finite set. Such partitions or coverings 
can exist only when the sets forming the product are of limited size. 
This paper considers such coverings for products of infinitely many sets (usually a product of 
w copies of the same cardinal rc). In this case, a covering of the product by narrow sets, one for 
each coordinate direction, will exist no matter how large the factor sets are. But if one restricts 
the sets used in the covering (for instance, requiring them to be Bore1 in a product topology), then 
the existence of narrow coverings is related to a number of large cardinal properties: partition 
cardinals, the free subset problem, nonregular ultrafilters, and so on. 
One result given here is a relative consistency proof for a hypothesis used by S. Mrowka to 
produce a counterexample in the dimension theory of metric spaces. 
AMS classijication: primary 03E05; 03E55; secondary 54F45; 03E15 
Keywords: Narrow coverings; Sierpinski’s theorem; Free subset problem; Nonregular 
ultrafilters; Ramsey sets; Inductive dimension 
1. Introduction 
The set CO x o can be partitioned along the diagonal into two pieces {(m,n): m < n} 
and {(m,n): man}. The first of these pieces has a property which might be called 
“narrowness in the first coordinate”: for each n, there are only finitely many m’s 
such that (m,n) is in the set. (In other words, each “line in the direction of the first 
coordinate axis” has a relatively small intersection with the set.) And the second piece 
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is “narrow in the second coordinate”. Similarly, if 01 x wi is divided into two pieces in 
this way, then each piece contains only countably many points along each line in the 
corresponding coordinate direction. But wi x 01 turns out to be too large to partition 
into two pieces which are narrow in the finite sense. 
By a more complicated construction, one can partition the set 01 x w1 x w1 into three 
pieces, each of which is narrow in one of the three coordinates, in the sense of only 
containing finitely many points on each line in the corresponding coordinate direction. 
If one allows the narrow sets to contain countably many points on each such line, then 
a suitable partition exists for the set 02 x wz x 02. The 01 and w2 are largest possible 
for the respective partitions to exist. This is part of a large collection of results proven 
by many people over the past 80 years. A few more details are given in Section 2; 
for a much more thorough presentation of the subject, see [20]. 
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the problem of expressing an 
infinitary product as a union of subsets, each of which is narrow in some coordinate 
direction. More specifically, given a set X and a cardinal 1, can the u-dimensional 
product WX be covered by (written as a union of) sets A, (n < o), where A, is A- 
narrow in the nth coordinate direction (i.e., each line parallel to the nth coordinate axis 
meets A,, in fewer than L points)? Stated this way, the answer turns out to be ‘yes’ 
no matter how large X is, for any 222. 
But what if one puts further restrictions on the sets A, (e.g., that they be Bore1 in 
the product topology on % with X discrete)? S. Mrewka proposed such a problem 
during an investigation of metric spaces, but it has led to a number of interesting 
questions in set theory. Here we consider one family of such questions, which turns 
out to be related to several other well-known concepts - partition cardinals, the free 
subset problem, nomegular ultrafilters, and so on. There is a wide variety of related 
questions one can ask; see Section 8 for some examples. 
The problem arose from a construction in dimension theory: Mrbwka [ 15, 141 has 
shown that a hypothesis called (ANY) or S(Na) implies the existence of a metrizable 
space V/LO with zero inductive dimension whose completions (under all possible metrics) 
have nonzero inductive dimension. (A topological space has zero inductive dimension 
iff its topology has a basis of clopen sets. Actually, the construction of vpa is carried 
out in ZFC; the extra hypothesis is used to rule out the existence of a zero-dimensional 
completion.) The statement of S(Na) is: if X has size 2n”, then OX cannot be written 
as a union of sets A,, (n < w) where A,, is Ni-narrow in the nth coordinate and is 
F. in the product topology on OX with X discrete. Here we will show that S(No) is 
consistent relative to a large cardinal (the partition cardinal K + (01 +w)‘~), and that, 
conversely, consistency of S(No) implies consistency of a slightly smaller large cardinal 
(K -+ (w)<~). So a large cardinal well below the level of a measurable cardinal suffices 
for Mrbwka’s example. 
The organization of the present paper is as follows. Section 2 gives notational con- 
ventions, the main definitions of terms including those used informally above, and some 
basic results. Section 3 gives connections between narrow coverings, indiscemibles, 
and the free subset problem, thus showing that large cardinals are necessary to get 
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the nonexistence of narrow coverings, and that slightly larger cardinals are sufficient. 
Section 4 shows that some of these nonexistence results are preserved under forcing 
which adds Cohen or random reals; this suffices to prove the relative consistency of 
Mrbwka’s hypothesis S(No). Section 5 gives a method for using ultrafilters to prove 
results about Bore1 sets (an approach previously used by Louveau [ 1 l] to give an alter- 
nate proof that analytic sets are Ramsey), and Section 6 uses this method to get results 
about narrow coverings using suitably nonregular ultrafilters. Section 7 considers the 
question of how complicated a clopen narrow covering has to be when it does exist; 
this leads to the study of ranks of trees of finite free sequences. Section 8 lists some 
of the more interesting questions which remain open. Sections 4-7 are independent of 
each other, except that Section 6 depends on Section 5. 
Much of this paper comes from my doctoral dissertation [6]; however, other parts, 
such as the consistency proof for S(No), are new. 
2. Definitions and basic results 
Throughout this paper we will be working in ZFC, the usual axioms of set theory 
including the axiom of choice. Cardinals will be initial ordinals; the cardinal N, will be 
denoted by o, when its set or ordinal nature is being emphasized. Since each cardinal 
is a set of its own cardinality, we will not lose generality by stating many results 
for cardinals rather than arbitrary sets. Natural numbers are finite ordinals, and each 
ordinal is the set of its predecessors. The immediate successor (cardinal) of a cardinal 
,l is denoted by A+. The cardinality of a set S is denoted by IS]. 
For any function f and any set S, f[,S] and f-‘[S] denote the image and inverse 
image of S under f, respectively. The collection of all functions from X to Y is 
denoted by . xY A sequence is a function s whose domain is an ordinal; this ordinal 
is called e(s), the length of s. The symbol ” denotes concatenation of sequences. A 
sequence may be denoted by a list of its members between angle brackets: <a,/?,~), 
(Y), ( ), (a,: n <w), etc. 
If sets S(p) are defined for all p < CI, then S( < a) will denote UP<% S(p). Variants 
such as S( d c() are defined similarly. 
A tree is a set T of sequences such that any initial segment of a member of T 
is a member of T. If T is a tree of finite sequences, we define [T] to be the set of 
sequences s of length cc) such that s In E T for all n < o. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a product of sets. A line parallel to the nth coordinate axis 
in X is a subset of X obtained by allowing the nth coordinate of a point to vary 
while holding all other coordinates fixed. In other words, the line parallel to the nth 
coordinate axis in X through the point x is the set of y E X such that y(i) =x(i) for 
all ifn. 
Definition 2.2. (a) A subset A of a product set X is i-narrow in the nth coordinate 
if every line parallel to the nth coordinate axis in X meets A in fewer than A points. 
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(b) A A-narrow covering of X is a collection of sets A,,, one for each coordinate n, 
such that U, A,, = 97 and, for each n, A,, is i-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
In particular, &,-narrow means that each line in the relevant direction contains only 
finitely many points of the set, while Nt-narrow means each such line contains count- 
ably many points of the set. A A-narrow covering of 3 can easily be converted into 
a partition of X by replacing the sets A,, with the sets B, = A,,\ IJ, <n A,,,, which will 
still be A-narrow. 
Clearly, for given 2 and d, the existence of I-narrow coverings of the product dX 
depends only on the cardinality of the set X. Furthermore, if such a covering exists 
for dX (using sets A, & dX), then one exists for dY for any Y LX (using the sets 
A,, n dY). So, if such a covering does not exist for dX, then one also does not exist 
for dX’ whenever JX’( > 1x1. 
The existence of narrow coverings for finite products of an infinite set X has been 
studied by a number of authors; see [20] for a full survey. The main result along this 
line is Theorem 2.149 of that survey. 
Theorem 2.3 (Kuratowski [lo]). For any natural number n > 0, ordinal CI, and set X, 
there exists an N,-narrow covering of “X if and only if 1x1 < Nar+,,-l. 
For the sake of completeness, we can consider the case of I-narrow coverings for 
jinite I as well. 
Proposition 2.4. For any natural numbers n,m > 0 and any set X, there exists an 
m-narrow covering of “X if and only if 1x1 <(m - 1)n. 
Proof. Let k = (m - 1)n. It will suffice to show that “k has an m-narrow covering, but 
“(k + 1) does not. 
For the positive direction, a generalized checkerboard coloring will work. Define sets 
Aj s “k for j < n as follows: 
xEAj#(m-1)jd modk<(m-l)(j+l). 
It is easy to check that the sets Aj form an m-narrow covering of “k. 
On the other hand, a subset of “(k + 1) which is m-narrow in any coordinate must 
contain at most (k + l)“-‘(m - 1) points, so the union of n such sets contains at 
most (k + 1 )n-lk points, and hence is not all of “(k + 1). Therefore, “(k + 1) has no 
m-narrow covering. 0 
We now move on to products of infinitely many sets, specifically products of the 
form OX. The preceding results would suggest that a i-narrow covering of wX exists 
if X is sufficiently small, but not if X is too large. The following result shows that 
the actual situation is rather different. Bagemihl [l] proved a version of this result for 
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X = R, using methods of Davies; see Theorem 3.60 of Simms [20]. (Bagemihl’s paper 
appeared at about the same time as my thesis [6], containing the theorem below, which 
was proved independently.) 
Theorem 2.5. For any 1, there is a 2-narrow covering of YX. 
Proof. Define an equivalence relation - on WX by: x N y iff {i: x(i)# y(i)} is finite. 
For each X, let [x] be the equivalence class of X. Choose a representative r(c) E c for 
each equivalence class c. Let 
A, = {x f “X: x(n) = r([x])(n)}. 
If x E wX, y EA,, and y is on the line parallel to the nth coordinate axis through X, 
then y -x, so 
v(n) = r([yl)(n) =01)(n), 
so y(n) is uniquely determined; hence, A, is 2-narrow in the nth coordinate. Any 
x E @! is in A,, for all but finitely many n, since x N r([x]), so WX = U, < w A, and we 
are done. 0 
This sort of proof is commonly referred to as a “blatant application of the Axiom of 
Choice”. (The proof also involves a blatant application of the Axioms of Separation, but 
people tend to be less concerned about that.) The usual reaction to such a construction is 
“But is there an example using ‘reasonable’ sets?” This leads to the following definition, 
which is stated negatively because we will usually be considering circumstances under 
which narrow coverings do not exist. 
Definition 2.6. Given a set X, a cardinal 2, and a property (or collection) P of subsets 
of OX, we say that NNC(X, A, P) holds iff there does not exist a A-narrow covering of 
OX using sets satisfying (or in) P. 
The property P will often be ‘open’ or ‘Borel’ or some other property from topology; 
in these cases, we will assume that the topology on wX is the product topology with 
X discrete. 
As noted before, the existence of narrow coverings of ?X depends only on the 
cardinality of X; hence, we will usually just consider the case where X is itself a 
cardinal. A narrow covering of % can be cut down to give a narrow covering of 
wY for any Y CX. Also, if the condition P and the narrowness requirement on the 
sets in the covering are relaxed, then any narrow coverings that worked for the strict 
conditions will still work for the relaxed conditions. These two trivial monotonicity 
properties can be stated together as follows. 
Lemma 2.7. lf 7NNC(&, &, PO ), Xl C X0, 4 2 &, and (A n 9, : A E pO} c P, , then 
+VNC(xl, 4,pt ). 
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If we have a &narrow covering (Ai: i < n) of a finitary product ‘!!, then we can 
convert it into a A-narrow covering (Bi: i < o) of YY by letting Bi = 0 for i > n and 
Bi = {x: x rn E Ai} f or i < n. Since membership of a point x in the sets Bi depends only 
on the first n coordinates of X, these sets are clopen in VL. Therefore, Theorem 2.3 
(with n = m + 2) gives the following consequence. 
Corollary 2.8. For any ordinal CI and any m < co, lNNC(&+,, N,, clopen). 
There is no way to extend this result to get lNNC(N,+,, N,,clopen), as we will 
see in the next section. 
Sometimes the following slight variant of NNC(X, A,P) is useful. 
Definition 2.9. Given a set X, a cardinal A, and a property (or collection) P of subsets 
of OX, we say that NNC(X, < 1, P) holds iff there do not exist sets A, G OX with 
property (or in collection) P such that U, <w A, = “X and, for each n, A,, is $-narrow 
in the nth coordinate for some 1; < 2. 
So NNC(X, A, P) implies NNC(X, <A, P), which in turn implies NNC(X, A’, P) for all 
A’ < A. In fact, if cf A> o, then NNC(X, <A, P) is equivalent to (VA’ < A)NNC(X, A’, P) 
(because the supremum of the cardinals Ah from the definition will be a cardinal II’ < A). 
But if cf A= w, then NNC(X, < I, P) says a little more. 
3. Indiscernibles and the free subset problem 
In this section, we will show that the statement NNC(rc,p+,open) is equivalent to 
a more familiar assertion, namely that every structure on K with ~1 operations has an 
infinite free subset. In particular, this will show that NNC(rc, Hi, open) implies the large 
cardinal property L k K+ (w)<~. On the other hand, a similar but stronger property 
will be shown to imply NNC(rc, A, Borel). We will start with the latter result, the idea 
for which was suggested to me by J. Silver. 
Recall some definitions from partition theory. For any set S and any natural number 
n, let [,Sln = {a C S: Ial =n}; let [S]<w = U, < w[S]n. If K and I are cardinals and LX 
is a limit ordinal, then ~4 (a);” denotes the assertion that, for any F : [IC] cm + 1, 
there is a set SC IC of order type cc such that, for each n < w, F is constant on [Sin. 
(We will omit the A in the case A= 2.) Jech [8, pp. 392-3961 gives a number of facts 
about this property, among which is the result of Rowbottom that rc + (a)<O implies 
Jc -+ (4&;. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K, A, and p be cardinals, and let S be the collection of subsets 
of 9~ which can be expressed as Boolean combinations of p open subsets of 9~. If 
~-t(l+o);~ (h ere + is ordinal addition), then NNC(K, 2,s). If 2 is infinite and 
K ---) (A);-, then NNC(K, < 1, S). 
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Proof. The case p = 0 is trivial, so, by the preceding remark, we may assume that p 
is infinite. Let (An: 12 < o) be any sequence of sets in S such that U, < ,A, = OK. For 
the first implication, assume JC -+ (A + o);“; we must find an n such that A, is not 
A-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
Each A,, is a Boolean combination of ~1 open sets, so there is a sequence (G,: a < ,u) 
of open subsets of % such that each A, is a Boolean combination of these open 
sets. Define a function F : [JC]<~ -+ p2 as follows: for any strictly increasing sequence 
CrE <Yc and any o! < p, let F(range(a))(a) = 1 iff {a”.~: s E OK} c G,. By the assump- 
tion K -+ (A + o)$~, there is a strictly increasing function g : A + o --+ K such that F is 
constant on [range(g)]” for each n < o. 
Now, suppose s and s’ are strictly increasing sequences of elements of range(g) of 
length o, and a< p. If s E G,, then there is n < w such that {(s ]n)“t: t E “rc} s G,, 
since G, is open. This gives F(s[n])(a) = 1, so F(s’[n])(a) = 1, so {(s’ ]n)“t: t E %} G 
G,, so s’ E G,. Conversely, if s’ E G,, then s E G, by the same argument. Therefore, 
s E G, iff s’ E G, for each CI < p, so, since A,, is a Boolean combination of the sets G,, 
SEA, iff s’EAn for each n<o. 
There is at least one n such that s E A,, so, since s and s’ are arbitrary, there is 
an n < CO such that, for all strictly increasing s E “(range(g)), s E A,. In particular, if 
we let 
for j3 < 1, we will have sp E A,, for all /I < A; since sp(m)#+,(m) only if m = n, A,, is 
not A-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
This completes the proof of the first implication. The proof of the second is similar: 
Define F as before, and let g : 1 ---f K be increasing with F constant on [range(g)]” for 
each n. Find n such that all increasing o-sequences from [range(g)]” are in A,. For any 
A’ < I, we can find in range(g) an increasing sequence of n elements followed by A’ 
elements followed by o elements; use these elements to form sequences sp for p < ;1’ 
in A,, which differ only at the nth coordinate. This shows that A,, is not A’-narrow in 
the nth coordinate. q 
Corollary 3.2. Zfx --f (A+w)<~, then NNC(lc, A, Borel). I’A is injinite and K --) (A)‘“, 
then NNC(rc, < A, Borel). 
Now we give the relation between NNC(rc, i, open) and the free subset problem, 
which has been considered in papers by Devlin [4, Section 41, Devlin and Paris [5], 
Shelah [18], and Koepke [9], among others. The relevant definitions are as follows. 
If S is a subset of (the domain of) a structure M, let H&S) be the substructure 
of A4 generated by S. Such a set S is said to be free for M iff, for every S’ 2 S, 
(HM(S’))IV = S’. If rc, I, and p are cardinals, then Frp(K, 2) means that every structure 
of cardinal@ K with ,u operations (possibly including 0-ary operations, i.e., constants) 
has a free subset of cardinality 1. 
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Theorem 3.3. For any injinite cardinals K and p, FrJlc, No) ifs NNC(lc, pL+, open). 
Proof. First suppose that Fr,(rc,Ns) fails, and let A4 be a structure with p operations 
and universe K which has no infinite free subset. Define subsets A,, of % for n < w 
as follows: for any s E %, put s E A, iff s(n) ~H,({s(m): m#n}). If s(m) =s(n) but 
m # n, then s E A,; ifs is one-to-one, then s E A, for some n since M has no infinite free 
subset. Therefore, lJ, < w A,, = 9~. Since H&S) is the union of HM(u) over all finite 
a G S, the sets A, are open. Since M has only p operations, jH~(s)[ <u for any count- 
able S, so A, is Cl+-narrow in the nth coordinate. Therefore, NNC(rc,p+,open) fails. 
For the converse, suppose NNC(lc, p+, open) fails. Let {A,: n < co} be a collection of 
open sets with union % such that A,, is p+-narrow in the nth coordinate. For each triple 
(a,m,n) with CI < ,u and m < n < w, we will define a function famn : “-‘IC -+ IC. Given 
g, x, and y such that g is a function with x in its domain, let g(x/y) be the function 
obtained from g by replacing the value at x with y; that is, g(x/y) = (g\{(n, g(x))}) U 
{(x, y)}. Now suppose m < n < o and o E “K. Let (T’ E ‘-‘K be the sequence obtained 
from cr by deleting the mth coordinate. Since A,,, is ,u+-narrow in the mth coordinate, 
we can choose a sequence &: LX < 11) of elements of K (depending only on O’ and 
m, not on o(m)) which includes every /I < K such that {o(m/B)ns: s E 9~) CA,,,. Let 
fEmn(o’) = /Ia. Now let M be the structure (rc,(f,,,), < p,m <n < ,); clearly M has p 
operations and cardinality K. Let S be any infinite subset of K, and choose a one-to- 
one s E “S. There is an m < w such that s E A,; since A, is open, there is an n < o such 
that {(s rn)“t: t E 9~) CA,, and we may assume n > m. Let 0’ be s/n with coordinate 
m deleted. By the definition of j&,, there must be an CI < p such that &&a’) = s(m). 
But cr’ is a sequence of elements of S\{s(m)}, so S cannot be free for M. Therefore, 
A4 has no infinite free subset, so Fr,(rc,No) fails. 0 
This equivalence allows us to translate several results of Devlin and Paris on the 
free subset problem into results about NNC: 
Corollary 3.4. (a) If tc is real-valued measurable, then NNC(tc, 2, open) for all 1< tc. 
(b) The statement NNC(tc,p+, open) (as an assertion about K and p) is absolute 
downward for transitive models of ZFC, and is preserved under forcing extensions 
which satisfy the countable chain condition. 
(c) IfK-(wp> then NNC( tc, nL+, open). 
(d) If IC is the least cardinal such that K-+ (w)‘~, then NNC(rc,A,open) for all 
1 < K. 
(e) If V = L or V = L[D] where D is a normal ultrajilter over a measurable cardinal, 
then NNC(tc, N1, open) sfs rc --+ (o)<O. 
Proof. (a) Devlin [4, p. 3151. (b) Devlin [4, pp. 314-3161. (c) Any homogeneous set 
for a structure is free for that structure [4, p. 3141. (d) This follows from (c) and the 
fact that this K is a strong limit cardinal satisfying rc + (a);” for all @ < K (Silver; 
see [8, Lemma 32.91). (e) Devlin and Paris [5, pp. 334-3351. Cl 
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Therefore, NNC(JC, Ni, open) implies L b IC 4 (o)<~. So the consistency strength 
of NNC(rc,Nr,open) is the same as that of K-+(~o)<~, while the consistency strength 
of NNC(rc, Ni, Borel) lies somewhere between the consistency strength of IC --f (o)<~ 
and that of IC + (01 + r~)‘~. 
Koepke [9] uses a measurable cardinal to construct a model in which FrN,(N,,Ns) 
(equivalently, NNC(N,,Nl,open)) holds. In fact, the properties he proves about this 
model imply a stronger result: 
Theorem 3.5. If “there is a measurable cardinal” is consistent with ZFC, then so is 
NNC(N,, <N,, Borel). 
Proof. Let IC = N,. In the generic extension constructed by Koepke [9], the following 
property holds: for any f : [ICI<" + 2, there is a sequence (Ci: i < o) such that Ci is 
a cofinal subset of wzi+2 and, for any finite sequences (in: n < N), (~1,: n < N), and 
(j&: n<N) such that io<il < ... < i,_l < w and CX~,/&,, E Cim) we have f (ao,cIl,. . ., 
q-l)= f (/&,/I~,. . .,/$,-I). The same argument as for Rowbottom’s result that IC 4 
(a)<w implies K -+ (c1).$: [8, Lemma 32.81 can be used to show that the above 
property actually holds for any f : [K] <OJ + “2. 
Now suppose we have Bore1 sets A,, c % for n < w with union “‘rc, and natural 
numbers k, for n < o; we must show that, for some n, A, is not &,-narrow in the 
nth coordinate. We may assume ko < kl < k2 < . . . . There is a sequence (G,: M < o) 
of open subsets of % such that each of the sets A, is a Boolean combination of the 
sets G,, m < o. Define f : [JC]<~ + w2 by: f(o)(m) = 1 iff {on,: s E %} 2 G,. Since 
G, is open, for any s E %, we have s E G, iff there is an n such that f (s In)(m) = 1. 
Find (Ci: i < co) as in the preceding paragraph. Then, if s and s’ are sequences of 
length o such that s(i), s’(i) E ckc for each i < o, then f (s In) = f (s’ In) for all n, so 
{m: s E G,} = {m: s’ E G,}, and since the A,‘s are Boolean combinations of the G,‘s, 
{n: s E A,} = {n: s’ EA,}. Hence, there is a fixed n such that s E A,, for all such s; 
since there is a collection of N&i_2 > Nk, such s’s which differ only at coordinate n, 
A,, is not Nk,-narrow in the nth coordinate, and we are done. q 
Note that the argument here actually gives NNC(N,, < N,, S) where S is the col- 
lection of sets which are expressible as Boolean combinations of countably many open 
sets; this collection includes the Bore1 sets and many other sets as well. 
By the way, standard chain-condition and closure arguments (see Shelah’s ver- 
sion [18]) show that N, is a strong limit cardinal in this model. 
4. Forcing and narrow coverings 
In this section, we will show that, at least for most K and A, the properties NNC(K, A, 
FO) and NNC(lc, I,Borel) are preserved under forcing to add any number of Cohen 
reals or random reals. This will prove the consistency of Mrowka’s hypothesis S(Ns), 
given a suitable large cardinal. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let M[G] be a generic extension of a ground model M of ZFC, ob- 
tained by the standard forcing to add either any number of Cohen reals or any number 
of random reals. Let K and 1 be cardinals in M, with cf A >w. If NNC(K, A.,F,) is 
true in M, then it is true in M[G]. The same holds for NNC(rc,II, Borel). 
Corollary 4.2. Zf (3K)(K -+ (01 +o)‘“) is consistent with ZFC, then NNC(~‘O, N1, F,) 
(i.e., S(No)) and NNC(2No,Ni,Borel) are consistent with ZFC. 
Proof. Start with a model where K has the specified partition property, so that Corol- 
lary 3.2 applies, and add K Cohen or random reals. 0 
Note that, if we start with a measurable cardinal K and add IC random reals, we 
get a model where rc is real-valued measurable and NNC(rc, < rc,Borel) holds. It is 
still open whether NNC(K, < K, Borel) actually follows from real-valued measurability 
of K. 
Corollary 4.3. If “there is a measurable cardinal” is consistent with ZFC, then so is 
(2No = N,+, ) + NNC(N,, <N,, Borel). 
Proof. Start with a model obtained from Theorem 3.5, and add &,,+I Cohen or random 
reals. 0 
So we have a model where S(No) holds and 2N0 = N,+i. Note that N,+i is the small- 
est possible value for 2No in a model of S(No), since, by Corollary 2.8, NNC(K,N~, 
clopen) cannot hold for rc<N, (and since Kiinig’s theorem implies that 2No cannot be 
equal to N,). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 for random reals is somewhat simpler than that for Cohen 
reals, so it will be given first. In both cases the F, version is given separately because 
the full Bore1 version requires additional work. 
All of the arguments below are carried out within the ground model M. The forcing 
partial orders will be written so that pdq means that p is a stronger condition than q. 
The idea of the proof is to show that a counterexample to NNC(rc, 1, S) (where S is 
‘F,’ or ‘Borel’) in the generic extension can be turned into a counterexample in the 
ground model. To say that there is a counterexample in the extension means that there 
exist names k, for n < o and a forcing condition po (in the generic filter) such that 
PO 11 u k, = WK 
Il<OJ 
and, for each n <co, 
(4.1) 
po It-k, has property S and is I-narrow in the nth coordinate. (4.2) 
One could get a narrow covering of the % of the ground model by simply restricting 
the sets k, to this space, but the resulting sets would probably not be in the ground 
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model. However, given a name k, we can define in the ground model a set which will 
definitely include the set named by k: 
Definition 4.4. Given a name k and a forcing condition PO, the set of potential mem- 
bers of k (assuming PO) is the set of all x (in the ground model) such that there exists 
pdpo such that pkx~k. 
The “(assuming PO)” will usually be omitted since po will be clear from the context. 
Suppose we have po and k, satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). Let B,, be the set of po- 
tential members of k,. Then B, C 9c for each n. Also, for any s E ?c, we have 
pa k(3n)s ok,, so, for some n and some pd PO, p It-s ckn. Therefore, U,,, B, = 3~. 
We next show that the set B, is A-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
Lemma 4.5. Let P be a notion of forcing (partial ordering) with the countable chain 
condition, and let K and 2 be cardinals such that cf A>o. Suppose that po E P and 
k is a P-name such that PO kk C “3~. If 
po Ilk is J.-narrow in the nth coordinate, 
then the set of potential members of A* is I-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
Proof. Let B be the set of potential members of k. Let s be a member of 9~; we 
must see that B contains fewer than A points on the line 
{s’ E 9~: s(m) = s’(m) for m # n}. 
In other words, letting s(n/a) denote the sequence s with entry number n replaced 
with CI (as in Section 3), we must show that {CX < IC: s(n/a) E B,} has size less than A. 
Since po kk is A-narrow in the nth coordinate, there exist P-names b and f such 
that po forces that j? <A and f is a function with domain a enumerating the ordinals 
oi such that s(n/oi) EA. By the usual countable chain condition argument (choosing a 
maximal antichain of conditions below po which decide the value of b), there is a 
countable set S of ordinals less than I such that po 11 b E S. Let /?a be the least upper 
bound of S; since ,l has uncountable cofinality, PO <;1. 
By the same argument, for each y <Boo, there is a countable set W, c rc such that 
po forces f(y), if it exists, to be in W,. Let W = UyCBO IV... Then, for any ordinal 
CI < IC, if a +! IV, then po forces that a is not in the range of f, so po I~s(n/cx) 6 k, 
so s(n/cc) $ B. Therefore, {CI<K: s(n/a) EB} C W; since 1 WI < lj?ol . No <;1, we are 
done. El 
So the sets & form a I-narrow covering of % (in the ground model). If we can 
show that 
(PO Ikk, has property S) + B, has property S (4.3) 
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(where S is ‘F,’ or ‘Borel’), then we will have completed the proof that a counterexam- 
ple to NNC(K, 2, S) in the generic extension gives a counterexample to NNC(rc, 1, S) 
in the ground model. 
We first consider the case of random real forcing. Actually, the argument applies 
more generally to any forcing notion which is a measure algebra. (A measure algebra is 
a complete Boolean algebra with an associated nonzero o-additive probability function; 
see [8, p. 4211 for details. In particular, random real forcing is given by a measure 
algebra, and any measure algebra has the countable chain condition.) But Maharam [ 121 
has shown that this is not much of a generalization. 
Since we are using a complete Boolean algebra as the forcing notion, every sen- 
tence cp of the forcing language has an associated Boolean value ]]qj]. 
In the usual way, any closed set F C % can be expressed in the form [T], the set 
of infinite branches through some tree T C <9c: given F, let T be the set of finite 
sequences o such that some member of F starts with rs. Conversely, any set of the 
form [T] is closed. 
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a notion of forcing obtained from a measure algebra. Suppose 
that po E P and A’ is a P-name such that po k k C 9~. If po 11 A’ is F,, then the set 
of potential members of A’ is F,. 
Proof. Let B be the set of potential members of k, and let p be the probability function 
for the measure algebra. Since every nonzero member of the Boolean algebra is given 
nonzero measure by p, we can rewrite the definition of B as follows: 
B={sE ‘3~: p(po. Ijs~kll)>O}. 
We must see that this set is F,. 
Any F, subset of % is a countable union of closed sets, each of which can be 
expressed in the form [T] for some tree T & <%; furthermore, we may assume that 
the union is an increasing union. Therefore, there are P-names ?m for m < o such that 
po If fm is a tree, [I] C [T,+t], and k = U [&I. 
l?l<o 
The Boolean value po . IIs l kll is the sum (least upper bound) of the Boolean values 
po . IIs E [2$1/l, which form an increasing sequence; since the a-additivity of p implies 
continuity with respect to increasing limits, we get 
P(Po. lls4l)= s;PP(Po. Il~wk1II). 
Similarly, po . 11s E [F,]ll is the decreasing limit of the Boolean values po . IIs tk E Pm/l, 
so 
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Therefore, 
SEB w p(p0 (IsEkll>>O 
osupi~f~(po.II~Ikrtll)>O 
H (Gz) i;fp(po. IIs~~ET~II)>O 
@ (+rW)(V’k) cL(Po . IIS rk E zn II 1 >E, 
where E varies over the positive rationals. Since the condition ~(po. IIs~~E Tmll) 
>E depends only on s rk, the set of s satisfying this condition is clopen. Therefore, 
B is F,, as desired. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 for the case of F, sets and random real 
forcing, which suffices for the relative consistency of S(No). 
In order to do the case of Bore1 sets and random real forcing (in fact, measure algebra 
forcing), we will need to work with codes of Bore1 sets, and it will be convenient to 
work with these codes in a slightly more restrictive way than usual. 
Define the Bore1 hierarchy as usual: zy sets are open sets, flf sets are closed sets, 
z,” sets for 1 < CI < 01 are countable unions of Z$ sets for (possibly varying) /I < ~1, 
and H,” sets for 1 <LX < 01 are countable intersections of J$ sets for p < CI. So a H,” set 
is just the complement of a zi set. 
Every closed set F & % is a countable intersection of clopen sets: if F = [T], then 
F= n,,, C,, where C,, = {s E 9~: s In E T}. Similarly, every open set is a countable 
union of clopen sets C,,. From these facts, one can inductively prove the usual inclu- 
sions: $ U Z$ C Zz n ZZZ for B < ct. Also, the collections zz and ZZ: are closed under 
finite unions and intersections. 
Let n,m H (n,m) be a one-to-one function from o x o to o\(O) such that (n,m) 
increases with m for each fixed n. As usual, this allows us to code up infinitely many 
w-sequences into one, and conversely extract from one sequence s the infinitely many 
subsequences (s), defined by (s),(m) = s((n, m)). 
Definition 4.7. (a) A Bore1 code (of level a) is a sequence c E a~ such that either 
c(O)>2 or, for all n, (c), is a Bore1 code (of level <a). 
(b) Given a Bore1 code c and a sequence of sets (Zm: m <CO), define the set 
c((Zm: m < 0)) as follows: if c(0) 22, then 
c((Z,: m<o))=Z,(t); 
if c(0) = 0, then 
c((Zm: mto))= U(c)n((Zm: m<w)); 
il<W 
if c(O)= 1, then 
c((Z,: m<o))= ~(c)“((Z~: m<w)). 
ll<CLl 
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(c) Given c and (Zm: m -CO) as above, where Z,,, C %, say that (Z,,,: m <co) is good 
for c iffz 
(1) for all m, Z, is a clopen set for which membership depends only on the first 
m coordinates (i.e., if s E Z,,, and s rrn = s’ lrn, then s’ E Z,,,); and 
(2) during the recursive computation of c((Zm: m <CO)), all unions are increasing 
unions and all intersections are decreasing intersections. 
Now a very slight variation of a standard argument gives: 
Lemma 4.8. For each nonzero a <01, there is a universal JC,” code, i.e., a Bore1 code c 
such that every 1: subset of % is of the form c( (Zm: m <co)) for some sequence 
(Zm: m <CO) which is good for c (and the converse: c((Z,,,: m <o)) is Xz for any 
clopen sets Z,,,). Similarly, for each c1 there is a universal ll,” code. 
Proof. To get a universal Zip code, just define c so that c(0) = 1, (C)~(O) = 2, and 
(~)~(l) =n for all n; this gives c((Zm: m<o))= n,,,Zm. This works because, given 
any closed set [T], we can let Z, = {s: s lrn E T} to generate [T] from c. A similar 
argument with the complements gives a universal Ep code - just let c(0) be 0 instead 
of 1. 
Now suppose cx > 1. If a is a limit ordinal, let a~, ~1,. . be a strictly increasing 
sequence of ordinals converging to cc; if c1= /I + 1, let CI, =/I for all n. Apply the 
inductive hypothesis to get a universal llz” code c, for each n. Let CA be c, with all 
references to the m’th given clopen set replaced with references to the (n,m)‘th clopen 
set, so that 
for any sets Z,,,. Now we can find c so that c(0) = 0 and (c), = CL for all n. 
This c is a universal zz code. Given any zz set A, find sets Bj for j <o with 
union A so that each Bj is llj for some /I <CI. Then A is the increasing union of the 
sets Bk = UjCk Bj, and each BL is also Z$ for some p<a (and Bk = 8). We can find 
a nondecreasing sequence ko, kl, k2, . . . of natural numbers tending to infinity so slowly 
that Bk is a lTzn set for all n. For each n, choose a sequence (Z,$‘): m <w) which is 
good for c, so that cn((Zg): m <CO)) = BI. Define (Z,,,: m <co) so that Z(,,,,) = Z,$” for 
all m and n, and Zk = 0 for all remaining k; then (Zm: m <co) is good for c (here we 
use the fact that (n, m) increases with m, so that (n, m) am) and c((Zm: m <co)) = A, 
as desired. 
The argument for @ is the same. 0 
Note that the construction of the universal zz or lT,” code c is very absolute, once 
one has chosen a cofinal o-sequence for each limit ordinal <a. In particular, if c is 
constructed for tl in a ground model M, then the same c will work in any exten- 
sion M[G] of M, although there will probably be more good sequences to apply it to. 
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Lemma 4.9. Let P be a notion of forcing obtained from a measure algebra, with 
associated probability function ,a. Suppose that pi E P and A’ is a P-name such 
that po 11 k C 9~. If po II-k is Borel, then the function s H p(po . 11s E kl( ) is a Borel- 
measurable function from “% to [0, 11. 
Proof. We know that 
p. 11 (k is Z& for some & <o] ). 
By the usual countable chain condition argument, the set of p <oi such that 
(1~ < pO)p 11 oi = j3 is countable, and if we choose y < wi to be greater than all such p, 
then we will have po Ilk is Xi. Let c be a universal Zi code (in the ground model); 
then there exist names 2, for m CO such that 
po k(@,: m<o) is good for c and ~((2~: m<o))=k). (4.4) 
So we must show: if we have a Bore1 code c and names 2, so that (4.4) holds, then 
the function f defined by f(s) = p(po. IIs E kll ) is Borel-measurable. The proof of this 
is by induction on the complexity of c. 
If c( 0) > 2, then k = c( (2 m: m < 0)) is just it(i). By the goodness assumption, mem- 
bership of s in it(i) depends only on s r(c( l)), so f(s) depends only on s t(c( 1)) and 
hence is a Borel-measurable (even clopen-measurable) function of s. 
If c(0) = 0, then k is the increasing union of the sets k, = (c),((i,: m CO)), so the 
Boolean value po . [(s E A(] is the increasing limit of the Boolean values po . IIs l k,ll. 
Hence, f(s) is the increasing limit of the numbers fn(s) = p(po . IIs E k,lj); the f&c- 
tions fn are Borel-measurable by the inductive hypothesis, so f is Borel-measurable. 
Similarly, if c(0) = 1, then f is a decreasing limit of a sequence of Borel-measurable 
functions, so f is Bore1 measurable. 0 
In particular, the set of potential members of k is Borel, since this set is just 
{s: p(pO. IIs~kll)>O}. Th’ is shows that (4.3) holds for S = Borel, which completes 
the proof of the random real version of Theorem 4.1. 
(If one keeps track of the Bore1 levels in Lemma 4.9, one finds: if po Ikk, is ZE, 
then {s: p(po.IIs~kll)>r} is 1:; if po kk, is ZT,“, then {s: p(po.IlsEkll)>r} is Zg+i. 
Hence, the property NNC(K, 1, Z,“) is preserved by measure algebra forcing if cf A > w.) 
Now let P E A4 be the forcing notion for adding a certain number of Cohen reals. 
We may take P to be the set of all finite partial functions from some ordinal 0 E A4 to 
(0, l}, where, given two such functions p,q, we have p <q iff q C p. This P is called 
Fn(8,2). 
Again, for the proof that NNC(K,&S) (where S is ‘F,’ or ‘Borel’) is preserved 
under forcing with P, suppose that we have a condition p,-, and names A,, for n <o 
such that (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Let B, be the set of potential members of A,,. Then the 
sets B,, form a A-narrow covering of % as before, and it remains to show that (4.3) 
holds in order to get a counterexample to NNC(lc, 1, S) in the ground model. 
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For any statement cp in the forcing language for P, one can find a maximal anti- 
chain D of conditions in P which either force p or force ~cp. Since P has the countable 
chain condition, D is countable. Let C be the union of the domains of the members 
of D; then C is a countable subset of 0. Now, for any condition q, q IF cp if and only 
if q is incompatible with all members of D which force lcp; it follows that q II q iff 
q YC IE cp. Call a set Cc 8 with this property a support of cp. Note that, if C C C’ C 0 
and C is a support of cp, then C’ is a support of cp (since q lC’<q /C). 
For each cp, let Supp(cp) be a countable support of cp; it does not matter which one 
is chosen. (One can just take the first one in some fixed well-ordering of the power set 
of 8. Or, in fact, one can show that, for the case of this particular forcing notion, each 
cp has a unique minimal support, which can be chosen as Supp(cp).) We will assume 
that, if cp and cp’ are equivalent (i.e., for all p, p II cp - cp’), then Supp(q) = Supp(cp’). 
For any set C C 8, let P YC be the set of members of P whose domains are subsets 
of C. Note that, if C is countable, then P YC is countable. 
For any m -co, the sets {s E 9~: r C s} for z E “‘K form a partition of % into clopen 
pieces. Hence, a subset of % is closed if and only if its intersection with each of 
these pieces is closed, and the same holds for F,. In other words, if we define X rz 
(for XC “K) to be {s E 9~: r”s EX}, then X is F, if and only if Xrz is F, for all 
zE%. 
Lemma 4.10. Let P = Fn(B, 2). Suppose that po E P and k is a P-name such that 
po Ikk 2 9~. If po It- (k is F,), then the set of potential members of k is F,. 
Proof. Let B be the set of potential members of k. As in Lemma 4.6, there are 
P-names & for m <o such that 
po II & is a tree, [$I C[$+i], and k = U [$,I. 
rn<O 
For each finite sequence 0 E <%, define a set S, 2 0 as follows: 
S, = domain U U U Supp(o rk E T,). 
k</(o) m<o 
So S, is countable, and S, C S, if g c z. 
Ifs E B, then there is a condition p’ < po such that p’ IE s E k. Then there must exist 
p < p’ and a specific m < w such that p IF s E [fm]. Equivalently, p Ik s rk E T, for all 
k < o. Now, if C is the countable set Uj<, S,,, then C is a support of (S rk E $) for 
all k, so p tC IF s rk E $ for all k. Since C is the increasing union of the sets S,tj, and 
the domain of p is finite, we actually have p/C = p tS,rj for some j. Also, since S3tj 
includes the domain of PO, we still have p l&l, < PO. Therefore, if s E B, then there 
exist m, j <o and p E P/S,rj such that p<ppo and (Vk) p It s/k E 1. The converse 
of this statement is clearly true as well. So B = Um,j<o &m,j, where 
jm,j = {s: (3p E P /Sstj) pdpo&(Vk)p IF srk E pm}. 
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Now, given M =C o and r E <OK, let 
Then s$’ is explicitly a countable union (over p) of a countable intersection (over 
k) of clopen sets, so it is an F, set. But, for all r E jrc, we have B,,j rz = Bz) rz, so 
B,,j 1~ is F,; hence, B,,j is F,. Therefore, B is F,. 0 
So (4.3) holds for S=F,. 
For the Bore1 case, it will be convenient to change the Bore1 coding definitions 
given earlier (Definition 4.7) so as to use intersections and complements instead of 
intersections and unions. This means that, when c(O) = 0, we will have 
c((ZM: m < 0)) = %\(c)a((Zm: m < co)). 
The results proved earlier about Bore1 codes, such as the existence of universal zz 
codes, go through as before. 
As we did for F, sets, we can show that, for any set X 2 % and any a and n, 
X is ,Yz if and only if X rr is _Xz for all r E “K; the same holds for Uz. (This is proved 
by induction on a, with a little care at limit stages. Alternatively, one can show easily 
by induction on Bore1 codes c that 
C((Z& m<0))~r=c((Z,~r: m<0)) 
for any z and any sets Z,; then apply this to the case of a universal EL or Zlf code.) 
Just as for the random real case, we see that, if 
pa Ik k is a Bore1 subset of %, 
then we can find a Bore1 code c (in the ground model) and a sequence of names Z, 
such that 
pa It (Zm: m < w) is good for c and c((Zm: m < w)) =k. 
In fact, we can ensure, by modifying the names Z, if necessary, that 0 (the weak- 
est condition in P) forces “(Zm: m < w) is good for c.” It follows that Supp(s E Z,) 
depends only on slm, not on the rest of s. 
Lemma 4.11. Let P=Fn(8,2). Suppose that c is a Bore1 code (in terms of inter- 
sections and complements, as above) and (i,,,: m < w) is a sequence of names for 
subsets of % such that 
0 II (im: m <co) is good for c. 
Then: 
(a) For any s E %, C, = Uj,, Ssrj is a support for (s E ~((2~: m < co))), where 
Ss rj = U SUPP(s E ‘?ll). 
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(b) There is an ordinal CI < w1 such that, for each p E P, the set {s E 9~: p IF 
sEc((i,: m<~))} is II:. 
(The notation S,, makes sense because Supp(s E 2,) depends only on s rrn; in other 
words, S, is well-defined for z E <%.) 
Proof. Induct on c. If c(0) >2, then c( (2,: m < 0)) is just i, for m = c( I), so (a) is 
obvious; for (b), the specified set is actually clopen (and hence @) since membership 
of s in 2, depends only on s rm. 
If c(O)= 1, then ~((2 ,,,: m < 0)) is the intersection of the sets (c),((.&: m < w)), 
so p It- SE c((.&: m <w)) if and only if p II- SE(C),((~,: m < co)) for all n. Now 
(a) and (b) for c follow easily from the corresponding facts for (c),. (The CI for c is 
the supremum of the corresponding ordinals for (c),.) 
Now suppose c(0) = 0, so c( (2 m: m < 0)) is the complement of (c)0(@,: m < 0)). 
The induction hypothesis states that (a) and (b) hold for (c)a. We now get 
p If sEc((i,: m co)) 
@ (Vq < p) 4 V s E (c)~((-&: m < 4) 
++(Vqdp)qK, VsE(cM(&:m<4) 
@(&dptG)qK V~E(C)O((Z,:~<~)) 
@ 0% 6 p KS) 4 V s E (c)0((&: m < 0) > 
w p IC, If s E ~((2,: m < 0)). 
So (a) holds for c. 
Let ~0 be the ordinal given by (b) for (C)O, and let c( = MO+ 1. Then (b) holds for c for 
this value of CI. To see this, let B be the desired set {s E 9~: p IF s E c( (2bm: m < co))}. 
By the inductive hypothesis, C, is a support for (s E (c)s((im: m < w))). Since con- 
ditions in P are finite and C, is the increasing union of the sets Ss,, we have 
P rCs = Uj<, P rSs/j. Hence, 
p IksEc((i,: rncc.0)) 
~(~q~p)q~sE(c>~((i,:m<W)) 
w (Vq compatible with p) q y s E (c)0(@‘,: m < IX)) 
w (Vq compatible with p) q lCs v s E (c)0( (im: m < 0)) 
& (Vq EPIC, compatible with p) q v s E (c)o((im: m < 0)) 
H (Vj)(Vq E P rSs,j compatible with p) q !Y s E (c)o((im: m < w)). 
So B is the intersection over j of the sets 
Ej = {x (V/s E P rSsrj compatible with p) q !Y s E (c)0( (im: m < co))}. 
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If we let 
j(T) = {s: (\Jq E P rS7 compatible with p) q v s E (c)0(@,: m < co))}, 
then h(T) is a countable intersection (over q) of complements of sets that are ZZzO by 
the induction hypothesis, so i(‘) is llz. But l?j 1~ =j(‘) ]z for all r E jrc, so jj is @. 
Therefore, B is llz, as desired. 0 
We can now prove (4.3) for S =Borel. Given po and k,, find c and (im: m < co) 
as above for the complement of k,. Then we find that the set B, of potential members 
of k, is just {s: po v s E ~((2,: m < co))}. By Lemma 4.11, the complement of B, is 
Borel, so B, is Borel. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Again, more careful accounting of Bore1 levels shows that, if po It- (k is Z,“), then 
the set of potential members of k is Z,“. Hence, the property NNC(IC, I, Zz) is preserved 
by forcing to add Cohen reals (assuming cf 2 > 0). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 does not go through for arbitrary forcing notions with 
the countable chain condition. In fact, one can show that an arbitrary subset of % 
in the ground model can be expressed as the set of “potential members” of a closed 
subset of 9~ in a C.C.C. forcing extension. (For s E %, let s* be the set of finite initial 
segments of s. Given B C %, let P be the poset of partial functions p from <% to 
(0, 1) such that the domain of p is the union of a finite set and finitely many sets s* 
for s E B, and p(o) = 0 for only finitely many CT. If G : <% -+ (0, 1) is the resulting 
generic function and k is a name for the closed set {.s E 9~: (V’n) G(sln) = l}, then 
B is the set of potential members of k.) So it is still open whether NNC(rc,&Borel) 
is always preserved by C.C.C. forcing. 
5. U-measurability 
Throughout this section and the next, the letter U will denote an ultrafilter, usu- 
ally over the cardinal rc. We recall several definitions pertaining to ultrafilters: given 
cardinals rc, A, and ~1, an ultrafilter U over K is uniform iff every member of U has 
cardinality K; U is A-complete iff the intersection of any collection of fewer than 1 
members of U is a member of U; U is A-indecomposable iff every set of cardinality 
I whose union is in U has a subset of cardinality less than J. whose union is in U; 
U is (A, p)-regular iff there is a collection {Y,: a < 2) of elements of U such that, 
for any S 2 A of cardinality p, nartS I Y = 8; and U is (2, p)-nonregular iff U is not 
(2, n)-regular. 
As in the preceding section, given X c % and cr E <%, define X 10 to be {s E 9~: 
8’s EX}. Again recall that any closed subset of % can be expressed in the form [T], 
the set of infinite branches through some tree T C ‘9~. 
Definition 5.1. Let U be an ultrafilter over K. 
(a) A tree T C <% is U-branching iff ( ) E T and, for any IJ E T, {a E K: a” (a) E T} 
E u. 
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(b) A set X & % is U-large (U-small) iff there is a U-branching tree T such that 
[T]CX ([T]nX=Q)). 
(c) A set XC % is U-determined iff X is either U-large or U-small. 
(d) A set XC % is U-null iff, for each c E <%, X to is U-small. 
(e) A set X C % is U-measurable iff, for each o E ‘%, X 10 is U-determined. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to results on U-null and U-measurable sets; 
many of these results are analogous to facts about the standard notion of measurability 
for subsets of, say, the Cantor space, or the real line. In the next section we will use 
these results to obtain further information about the property NNC. 
Louveau [ 1 l] gives definitions equivalent to these, for the case K = w, and uses them 
to give an alternate proof of the theorem of Silver [19] that all analytic subsets of %O 
are Ramsey. Much of the rest of this section appears in another form in Louveau’s 
paper. (Carlson and Galvin have also done unpublished work along these lines.) 
Proposition 5.2. The intersection of two U-branching trees is U-branching. Hence, 
the U-large sets form a jilter over %, and the U-small sets form the dual ideal. 
Proof. Easy. q 
Lemma 5.3. If X,, c % for n < w and, for each n < o and o E “tc, X,, ]o is U-small, 
then u,<, X, is U-small. 
Proof. Let X = U,,, X,,. For each n E o and each CJ E ‘rc, choose a U-branching 
tree r: such that (X, ]a) n [Ti] = 0. Let T, = ‘“KU {&: (T E “K,T E TL}; then T, 
is a U-branching tree, mu & T,, for m<n, and [Tn] n& = 0. Let T = n,,, T,; then 
[T] n X = 0. Clearly ( ) E T, and for any CJ E T, if o E “JC, then 
{IX E K: g”(u) E T} = {x E tc: (&n E 0)8(c1) E T,} 
= {LYE K: (~nz,<n)a”(a) E T,} (since ‘+‘KC T, for nz >n) 
= n {a E K: u”(g) E T,}, 
m<n 
and since each tree T, is U-branching, each set {m E K: C”(X) E Tm} is in U, so 
{N E K: a” (CC) E T} E U. Therefore, T is U-branching, so X is U-small. 0 
Theorem 5.4. The U-null sets form a u-ideal. 
Proof. Clearly, any subset of a U-null set is U-null. Now suppose that we have 
U-null sets X,,, n E o, and let X = l_l,,, X,; we must see that X is U-null. For each 
oE ‘%, we have X 10 = lJ,,, (X, /a). If n E o and z E “K, then (X, Ia) 1~ =X, t(o”z) 
is U-small by hypothesis; therefore, by Lemma 5.3, Xto is U-small. Since o was 
arbitrary, X is U-null. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Every open subset of % is U-measurable. 
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Proof. Let X c % be open; then X tcr is open for each cr E <%, so it will suffice 
to show that X is U-determined. Let S = {(T E ‘9~: X to is U-large}. If ( ) ES, we 
are done, so assume ( ) c$ S. If d E cw~ and A = {LX E K: o”(a) E S} E U, then choose 
a U-branching tree T, for each a E A such that [TJ C X I( a” (a)), and let 
T’ = { ( )} u { (cx)% CI E A, z E T,}; 
it is easy to see that T’ is a U-branching tree and [T’] 2 X Ia, so o E S. Hence, for 
any 0 E ?c\S, {a E rc: a”(~) $! S} E U. Now let 
T={GE -K: (bZ<~(G))O~Wt $! s}; 
since g E T and 0” (a) $! S imply O”(N) E T, T is a U-branching tree. If s E [T], then 
s In $! S for all n E o, so x t(s In) # OK for all n E w; since x is open, this implies 
s 6 X. Therefore, [T] f’X = 8, so X is U-small. 0 
Theorem 5.6. The U-measurable sets form a o-algebra of subsets of OK. 
Proof. Clearly, the complement of a U-measurable subset of we is U-measurable. 
Now suppose we have U-measurable sets X,, n E o; we must see that X = lJn<,Xn is 
U-measurable. Again it will suffice to show that X is U-determined, since the same 
will apply to X Ia = lJ,<W(X, to) for any 0 E ‘9~. Let 
Y = {s E %: (32, m E w)X, t(s tm) is U-large}. 
Then Y is open, so by Theorem 5.5 there is a U-branching tree T such that either 
[T] C: Y or [T] rl Y =0. 
Suppose [T] 2 Y, and let 
S = {O E T: (31 E o)(X, 10 is U-large) 
and (‘v’ln E o)(Vm < f(o))(& t(o tm) is U-small)}; 
then S is an antichain in T, and since [T] c Y, for each s E [T] there is m E o such 
that s trn E S. For each CJ E S, choose a U-branching tree T, such that [Tc] CX, Ia for 
some IZ. Let 
T’={o”z: oES,zET,}U{arm: oES,m</(o)}. 
Clearly, {G tm: (T E S, m < e( CJ)} is a subtree of T which does not meet S; since every 
infinite branch through T meets S, {cr tm: CJ E S, m < e(a)} has no infinite branches. 
Therefore, for any s E [T’], there are rs E S and b E [TV] such that s =a”b; since 
[TO] CXto for each OES, [T’] C_X. Now, if o ES and 7~ T,, then 
{CX E K: B”Z”(CX) E T’} = {a E K: ~“(a) E TO} E u; 
and if d E S and m < e(a), then 
{~EK: (atm)“(a) E T’}={ccEK: (ohm)” E T} E U. 
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(To see this, let z =(a]m)“(a). Since S is an antichain, no proper initial segment of CJ 
is in S, so no proper initial segment of r is in S. This means that, if z E T’, then r 
must be a member of S or an initial segment of one, so r E T. On the other hand, if 
z E T, then z can be extended to some s E [T], and some initial segment of s must be 
in S, so r must be a member of S or an initial segment of one, so z E T’.) Therefore, 
T’ is U-branching, so X is U-large. 
Now suppose [T] n Y = 8. Let X,l =X, n [T]. If r~ E T, then X, to is U-small by 
definition of Y, so X,‘]o is U-small; if 0 E <%\T, then X,‘]o = 0. Therefore, X,’ is 
U-null, so by Theorem 5.6 Xn [T] = U,,, Xd is U-null. By Proposition 5.2, X QXn 
[T]) u (%\[Z’]) is U-small. 0 
Corollary 5.7. Every Bore1 subset of % is U-measurable. 
Lemma 5.8. For every set X C % there is an F, set Z C X such that, for each 
aE <%, $X to is U-large, then Z/a is U-large. 
Proof. For each rs such that X to is U-large, choose a U-branching tree TO such that 
[TC] c X To; if X to is not U-large, let T, = 8. Now let Z = { 0”s: 0 E ‘%, s E [T,]}. 
Clearly Z C: X and, for all 0, if X ]a is U-large, then Z to is U-large. And since the 
sets Z, = {ens: r~ E “JC, s E [T,]} for IZ E o are closed, and Z = lJ,_Zn, Z is F,. 0 
Theorem 5.9. A set X & % is U-measurable if and only if there are sets Z, Y such 
that Z CX C Y, Z is F,, Y is Gd, and Y\Z is U-null. 
Proof. If Z and Y are as above, then X =Z U (X\Z), Z is Bore1 and hence 
U-measurable, and X\Z is U-null, so X is U-measurable. Conversely, if X is 
U-measurable, then we can find F, sets Z&X, Z’ & %\X as in Lemma 5.8. Let 
Y = %\Z’. For each g E <%, either X ]a or (%\X) ]o is U-large, so either Z To or 
Z’ 10 is U-large, so (Y\Z) t CT is U-small. Therefore, Y\Z is U-null. 0 
Theorem 5.10. The collection of U-measurable subsets of % is closed under Suslin’s 
operation 22. 
Proof. The collection of U-null sets is a a-ideal over 9~. The collection of 
U-measurable sets is a a-algebra. For every set XC %, there is a U-measurable set 
Y >X such that any U-measurable subset of Y\X is U-null. (Let Y be the complement 
of the set Z C %\X obtained by applying Lemma 5.8 to %\X.) By Theorem 2H.l of 
Moschovakis [13], these statements imply the desired result. (Theorem 2H.l is stated 
only for certain spaces X, but the proof of the relevant part applies to any set X.) 0 
So, in the case K = w, we see that all analytic and coanalytic sets, and many oth- 
ers, are U-measurable. This does not, however, necessarily extend to all Al (or even 
Ai) subsets of %J (unless U is principal, in which case every subset of % is 
U-measurable). If U is nonprincipal, then clearly [T] is a perfect set for any 
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U-branching tree T. Therefore, any subset of %J which is a Bernstein set (a set 
such that neither it nor its complement has a perfect subset; such sets can be con- 
structed using a well-ordering of wo) cannot be U-determined. Well-known results in 
descriptive set theory [8, Section 411 show that, in the constructible universe, one can 
construct a Ai Bernstein set. 
Louveau’s proof that all analytic sets are Ramsey is completed by the following 
result. 
Proposition 5.11. If U is a nonprincipal ultrajilter over w, and XC ‘% is 
U-determined, then there an in$nite set H C to such that either all strictly increasing 
w-sequences from H are in X or all such sequences are in the complement of X. 
Proof. Let T be a U-branching tree such that [T] CX or [T] n X = 0. It will suffice 
to construct an infinite set H such that all strictly increasing sequences from H are 
in [T]. To do this, we will recursively choose natural numbers ho < h, < hz < . . . such 
that every finite subsequence of (ho, hl, hz,. . .) is in T. 
Suppose we have hi for i <n. For each subsequence CJ of (ho, hl,. . . , h,_l), since 
(r E T and T is U-branching, the set of k such that o”(k) E T is in U. There are 
2” such subsequences o; the intersection of the 2” corresponding sets in U is still 
in II. Therefore, we can choose h, to be any member of this intersection which 
(if n > 0) is above h,_l ; then every subsequence of (ho, hl, . . . , h,) will be in T, as 
desired. q 
The strong analogy between U-measurability and ordinary measurability suggests the 
following question: is there a g-additive probability measure m (on some o-algebra of 
subsets of 9~) such that all U-measurable sets are m-measurable? The answer is yes 
if U is Ni-complete, because we can define such an m by letting m(X) = 1 for all 
U-large sets X and m(X) = 0 for all U-small sets X. On the other hand, if U is not 
Ni-complete, then such an m cannot exist unless its completion is a measure on all 
subsets of 9~; this follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.12. Let U be an Nt-incomplete ultrajilter over K. Suppose that m is 
a (a-additive) probability measure on a o-algebra of subsets of % which includes 
all clopen subsets of 9~. Then there is a U-null set X C % such that m(X) = 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.4, it suffices to prove that, for any E > 0, there is a U-null set 
X such that m(X)2 1 - a. Let {&: n < co} be a collection of sets not in U such that 
lJ,,, S, = JC. We will define sets X, C % with m(X,) > 1 - E by recursion on n. Let 
Xo = 9~. Given X, such that m(X,) > 1 - E, let x =X,, n {s: s(n) t S<i} for i < cc). 
Then (yi: i < co) is an increasing sequence of m-measurable sets and l_li__ Yi =X,, so 
there must be an i < w such that m(K) > 1 - E; let Xn+t be K for the least such i. 
This completes the definition of (Xn: n < 0); it is clear that this is a decreasing se- 
quence of sets such that m(X,) > 1 - E for all n, but X, Ia is U-small for all d E 7~. 
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Therefore, if we let X = n,,, X,, then X will be a U-null set such that m(X) 2 1 -E, as 
desired. 0 
6. (A, p; a)-nonregularity 
In this section we will apply the results of the previous section to obtain new infor- 
mation about the property NNC. In particular, we will define a property of ultrafilters 
U over rc which implies NNC(rc, I*, U-measurable), and then give several cases in 
which this property is satisfied. The definition of this property, (A, p; o)-nonregularity, 
will be given in somewhat more generality than necessary, in order to show its rela- 
tion to the usual definition of (2,~)-nonregularity. We start by generalizing Definition 
5.1(a). 
Definition 6.1. A tree T 2 <% is a closed U-branching tree of height CI il? 
(a) for every successor /I + 1 < a and every s E T n k, {n E K: s”(n) E T} E U; 
(b) for every non-successor p < tl and every s E k, s E T iff s 1~ E T for all y < p, 
Note that a tree T C <% is a U-branching tree under Definition 5.1(a) iff it is 
a closed U-branching tree of height o. 
Definition 6.2. If JC, 2, and p are cardinals and CI is an ordinal, then an ultrafilter U 
over K is (A, p; a)-regular iff there is a family { Tg: /I E 2) of closed U-branching trees 
of height a + 1 such that no subfamily {Tp: /I E S} with S C i of cardinality p has a 
common maximal element, i.e. a sequence s E a~ such that s E Tp for all j3 E S. The 
ultrafilter U is (A, PL; a)-nonregular iff it is not (A, PL; a)-regular. 
We start with some easy but useful results. 
Proposition 6.3. (a) Zf U is a (2, u; cl)-regular ultra$lter, II’ <,I, u’ 2~1, and a’ >a, 
then U is (,I’, ,u’; a’)-regular. 
(b) Zf U is (2,1’; a)-nonregular and (A’, u; a’)-nonregular, then U is (2, ,u; c1+ a’)- 
nonregular. 
(c) If U is uL+-complete, then the intersection f u closed U-branching trees of the 
same height is a closed U-branching tree of that height. 
(d) An ultrafilter U is (1,u; o)-regular ifs there is a family {Xp: Pt,I} of 
U-large sets such that any subfamily {Xp: fi ES} with SC ,I of cardinality u has 
empty intersection. 
Proof. Suppose U is an ultrafilter over K. For (a), let {Tg: j? <A} be a witness to the 
(2, p; a)-regularity of U, and let 
q+T$J{sE "'K: /(~)>a and s~LzET~}; 
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then {Ti: /?<A’} witnesses the (n’,~‘; a/)-regularity of U. For (b), let {Tg: /3<A} be 
a collection of closed U-branching trees of height LX + LY’ + 1. Then {Tg II Garc: p <A} 
is a collection of closed U-branching trees of height a + 1, so there is a set S’ G il 
of cardinality 1’ such that { Tp n $5~: /? <A} has a common maximal element s. Let 
Ti={t: sntETg} for PCS’; {Td: /?ES’} is a collection of closed U-branching trees 
of height a’ + 1, and S’ has cardinality A’, so there is a set S 2 S’ of cardinality ,u such 
that { Ti: p E S} has a common maximal element s’. Then s no’ is a common maximal 
branch of {Tp: fl ES}. 
For part (c), note that if s is in the intersection and is not maximal in the original 
trees, then the set of fl such that S” (/I) is in the intersection is the intersection of p 
members of U. Finally, for part (d), note that F(T) = T U [T] and F-‘(T) = T n ‘9~ 
define a one-to-one correspondence between the closed U-branching trees of height w 
and the closed U-branching trees of height o + 1. 0 
Trivially, any ultrafilter is (2,~; cc)-regular if pc1>A. On the other hand, if p is finite, 
then every ultrafilter U is pL+-complete; hence, by Proposition 6.3(c), U is (A, FL; IX)- 
nonregular for any I>p and any CI. 
The next result gives the motivation for the term ‘(1, p; a)-regular’, and shows that 
(A, p; M)-nonregularity gives a family of properties between (A, p)-nonregularity and 
p+-completeness. 
Proposition 6.4. Let U be an ultra$lter. 
(a) If A Z p, then U is (A, p; 0)-nonregular. 
(b) U is (A, ,u; 1)-regular iff U is (A, p)-regular. 
(c) rf 1~~1 >A>p>No, then U is (I,, p; a)-nonregular ifs U is pLf-complete. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are easy. For part (c), first suppose that U is pL+-complete; 
then Proposition 6.3(c) easily implies that U is (A, p; cc)-nonregular. To prove the other 
direction of part (c), we first need a lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. For any injinite cardinals A >p such that p is regular, there is a func- 
tion F : I. x A + p such that, for any S c /z of cardinality p, there is a E A such that 
{F(a, p): p E S> has cardinality p. 
Proof. We prove this for all ordinals 2 3 ,a, by induction on II. If 1= p, we simply 
let F(cc, p) = /?. If A is not a cardinal, then 2 > jAl> ~1, so let f : 2 --f III be a bijection 
and let F’ : II( x 1 Al--) ,u be obtained from the induction hypothesis; then the function 
F: ;1 x 2-p defined by F(a,p)=F’(f(a), f(P)) has the required properties. Now 
suppose that i is a cardinal greater than ~1. Let (A,: c1 <cf A) be a strictly increasing 
sequence of ordinals with limit A, such that lo 2 p. For each a < cf A, obtain a function 
F, : 1, x 2, + p from the induction hypothesis. Let 6, = 1 + EDi, /zp for CI < cf A; since 
A is a cardinal, it is easy to see that 6, -C 1. Now define a function F : /z x A + p by 
F(& + r,B)=F&,P) if Y,P<& , 
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F(O,& +~)=a if cfl=p and y<&, 
F(y, p) = 0 for all other (y, /?). 
To see that this works, let S be any subset of i of cardinality ,u. If there is p < ;1 such 
that IS f’ /3] = p, then there is c( < cf A such that IS n &I = ,u; if we choose y < II, such 
that I{F,(y, p): j3 E S rl &}I = p, then we will have I(F(6, + y, p): B E S}( = p. Now 
suppose IS n PI <,D for all j? < i. This clearly implies cf A = cf p, so since ,D is regular 
we get I{F(O, p): p E S}] = p. This completes the induction. 0 
To finish the proof of Proposition 6.4, suppose that [cl12 12~ 2 No and U is an 
ultrafilter over K which is not $-complete; we must see that U is (A, p; a)-regular. 
Let p’ be the least cardinal such that U is not p’+ -complete; then p a$>&, so by 
Proposition 6.3(a) we may assume that ,D = $. It is well-known [8, Section 27, p. 2991 
that p’ must be either No or a measurable cardinal, so p is regular. Let { 8’~: p <p} 
be a family of sets in U which has empty intersection, and let 2~ = nriP W,,. By our 
assumption, Zb E U for all /? < p, but, for any S c ,u of cardinality ~1, n{ZB: /? E S} = 0. 
Choose F : 1 x A+ p satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6.5. Now, for each j? ti, 
define a closed U-branching tree Tg of height CI + 1 as follows: for any s E <?c, s E q 
iff, for each y < min(e(s),A), s(y) E ZF(~J). Let S be any subset of I of cardinality /AU; 
we must see that { Tp: /zl E S} has no common maximal element. The choice of F 
guarantees that there is a y <A such that {F(y, p): p E S} has cardinality p, and hence 
n{ZF(y,p): B ES} = 0. But if s were a common maximal branch of {Tg: /3 ES}, we 
would have s(y) E ZF(~,B) for each p E S, which is impossible. Therefore, {Tp: j3 E 5’) 
has no common maximal element; since S was arbitrary, U is (A, ,n; a)-regular. 0 
The following proposition gives the reason for studying (A, pu; cr)-nonregularity here. 
Proposition 6.6. Let U be an ultrajilter over K such that every set in U has cardi- 
nality at least 1. If U is (A, p; o)-nonregular, then NNC(lc, p, U-measurable). If U is 
(A, p’; co)-nonregular for all p1 < ,a, then NNC(lc, < p, U-measurable). 
Proof. We prove the second implication; the proof of the first is the same (or one can 
easily deduce the first from the second). Let U be (A, $; cc)-nomegular for all p’ <p. 
Suppose {A,: n <co} is a family of U-measurable sets with union %; we must show 
that there is an n such that, for all p’ <p, A, is not p’-narrow in the nth coordinate. 
By Lemma 5.3, there exist n <o and cr E “JC such that A, 10 is not U-small, and hence 
is U-large. Let T be a U-branching tree (of height o) such that [T] CA, 10. The set 
{y: (y) E T} is in U, so there exist distinct ye, P<A, such that (ya) E T for all p. For 
each PtA, let Tp = (2: (yp)? E T}; then Tp is a U-branching tree, so Tp U [Tp] is a 
closed U-branching tree of height o+ 1. For any p’ < ,u, since U is (A, p’; o)-nonregular, 
there is S C i of cardinality .n’ such that { Tg U [Tp]: j3 E S} has a common maximal 
element z. For each j3 E S we have z E [Tp], so (y~)~z E [T] CA, to, so ~“(yg)~z EA,. 
The p’ points o”(yg) “z for /? ES are all on the same line parallel to the nth coordinate 
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axis, so A,, is not p’-narrow in the nth coordinate. Since p’ was arbitrary, we are 
done. 0 
This proposition, together with Propositions 6.4(c) and 6.3(a), immediately gives: 
Theorem 6.7. If U is a non principal L-complete ultrafilter over K, then NNC(lc, <;1, 
U-measurable). 
Corollary 6.8. Zf K is No or a measurable cardinal, then NNC(lc, < IC, Borel). 
Corollary 6.8 for measurable cardinals also follows from Theorem 3.1, but Theo- 
rem 6.7 gives more information for this case. In fact, if U is a rc-complete ultrafilter 
over JC, then Proposition 6.3(c) easily implies that the collection of U-measurable sets 
is closed under unions and intersections of fewer than K sets. Now, any Boolean com- 
bination of certain sets can be written as a union of intersections of these sets and 
their complements; since K is a strong limit cardinal, we see that any Boolean com- 
bination of fewer than K open subsets of % is U-measurable. So, for the measurable 
cardinal case, the conclusion of Theorem 6.7 subsumes that of Theorem 3.1. In fact, 
the conclusion of Theorem 6.7 is strictly stronger. 
Proposition 6.9. If U is a u-complete ultrajilter over the measurable cardinal K, then 
there are U-measurable subsets of % which cannot be expressed as Boolean com- 
binations of fewer than K open sets. 
Proof. First we show that, for any A. <K, there is a subset of % which is a Boolean 
combination of fewer than K open sets but not a Boolean combination of ;1 open 
sets. To see this, let ,u be a strong limit cardinal of cofinality w such that A -KP < K; 
then 2’” = ~‘0 and 2’ <p. This implies that, for any sequence (X,: ~1~2) of subsets 
of Up and any XC wp of cardinality pLNa, there are distinct x and y in X such that 
{a<;l: xEX,}={a<A: yEX,}. Let 6=@ O. Then the number of A-sequences of open 
subsets of wp is (2fi)A = 2p = ,u Na = 6 so we can enumerate all such sequences in a , 
sequence of length 6. Now an easy recursive construction gives one-to-one sequences 
(xp: p <6) and (ye: B <6) of elements of op such that (x8: B <6} n {yb: j3 < 6) = 0 
and, for any sequence (X,: a <A) of open subsets of wp, there is j3 <6 such that 
{a<A: xg~X,}={a<;l: yp~X,}. So {xp: /?<S} is not a Boolean combination of 
il open subsets of wp; since the intersection of wp with an open subset of % is an 
open subset of w,u, {XB: /I ~6) is not a Boolean combination of open subsets of 9~. 
But any one-element subset of % is an intersection of No clopen subsets of %, so 
{xp: j3 < S} is a Boolean combination of 6 < K open subsets of 9~. 
This easily implies that the collection of Boolean combinations of fewer than IC 
open subsets of % is not closed under the ‘c-ary operation which takes (XE: c( <K) to 
{ (cI)“s: SEX,}, while the collection of U-measurable sets is easily seen to be closed 
under this operation, so the latter collection contains sets not in the former collection, 
as was to be shown. 
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(Another way to see that not every U-measurable set is such a Boolean combination 
is to construct a U-measurable set which is not V-measurable for some other non- 
principal rc-complete ultrafilter V over K. To do this, choose SE V\U, and note that 
Z = {s E 9~: (3m <w)(v’n >m) s(n) ES} is U-null but its complement is V-null. By 
Theorems 6.7 and 2.5, there is a set Y & % which is not V-measurable; then Y nZ is 
U-measurable but not V-measurable.) 0 
In the case K = No, Theorem 6.7 again says more than Corollary 6.8. For one thing, 
there are 22No U-measu ra 1 sets but only 2N0 Bore1 sets. Also, recall the remarks b e 
after the proof of Proposition 5.10. We now have NNC(No, <No, analytic) and more. 
But we saw that not all Ai sets are U-measurable; in fact, the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
done carefully using a Ci-good well-ordering of “+x (see [13, Section 5A]), shows 
that NNC(No,2, A:) fails in the constructible universe. 
(Since this proof of NNC(Ns, < No, analytic) uses a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o, 
it would appear to need more of the Axiom of Choice than most proofs of similar 
results in descriptive set theory. However, one can modify the proof so that it only 
needs a weaker form of Choice, such as the Axiom of Dependent Choices. This is done 
by proving versions of the results in Section 5 using the concept of F-measurability 
where F is a filter rather than an ultrafilter, and F is enlarged as necessary so as to 
make the relevant sets measurable. For instance, the modified version of Corollary 5.7 
states that, for any Bore1 set B 2 Ok: and any filter F over K, there is a filter F’ > F 
such that B is F’-measurable.) 
To apply Proposition 6.6, we need to find ultrafilters which are (2, p; w)-nonregular. 
The remainder of this section will give cases in which such ultrafilters can (or cannot) 
be found. 
Proposition 6.10. If Iz is an injinite cardinal and U is an ultrajilter over K which is 
(A, I; LX,,)-nonregular for each n <w, then U is (2, No; C,,, cc,)-nonregular. 
Proof. Suppose that {rb: /3 E A} is a collection of closed U-branching trees of height 
(C n<. a,) + 1. We recursively construct S,,, yn, s,, and {Tin’: BE Sn} for n <o so 
that (m: n E w) is a sequence of distinct elements of k and { Ty”: n<o} has a common 
maximal element; this suffices to show that U is (I,No;C,,, a,)-nonregular. 
Let S’s=& sa=( ), and T$s’= Tp for j? E ;1. Now suppose we are given S,, C 2 of 
cardinality A, a sequence s,, and a collection { Tr’: /? E SE} of closed U-branching trees 
of height (CnGmcw a,) + 1. Let yn be the least member of S,. Proposition 6.3(c) for 
p = 2 implies that, for each p E S,,, Tr’ n Ty” (n) is a closed U-branching tree of height 
(Cn<m<w a,) + 1, and therefore Tr’ n Tir”) n Gang is a closed U-branching tree of 
height CI, + 1. Since &\{JJ~} h as cardinality jl and U is (A, 1; a,)-nonregular, we can 
find a set S n+l GSn\{yn} of cardinality 1 such that {Gn’ n TJ:) n %c: p ES,+~} has 
a common maximal element s. For each j? E &,+I, let TF+‘) = {t: s”t E Tj”’ n T::)}; 
then Tin+‘) is a closed U-branching tree of height (C,,,,, Ed) + 1. Let s,+i = 3,“s. 
This completes the recursive definition. 
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Clearly s,,, G s, for m <n < o; also, Y,,, E S,,, but yn @ S,,, for n > m, so yrn # y,, for 
m <n <CO. It is easy to show by induction on m that 
T;“’ = t: s,“t 6 Ta n n E,n 
n<m 
for each /3 ES,,,; it follows immediately that s, E TYn for all m, II E CO. Therefore, if we 
lets= lJm<o~m, then s will be a common maximal element of { TYn : n -co}, as desired. 
0 
Corollary 6.11. Zf 1 is infinite, then any (A, A)-nonregular ultrajilter is (A, No;o)- 
nonregular. 
We will see later that (1, Ni; o)-nonregularity does not follow from (,?,A)- 
nonregularity. As to the problem of finding (2, A)-nonregular ultrafilters, Silver has 
shown [8, Example 34.4, p. 4261 that, if 3, is regular, any ksaturated A+-complete 
ideal Z over K has the property that any collection of 2 subsets of K not in I has a 
subcollection of size 1 with nonempty intersection; this property clearly implies that any 
ultrafilter over K disjoint from Z (i.e., extending the filter dual to Z) is (2, A)-nonregular. 
It follows that if K is a cardinal carrying a nonprincipal l-saturated A+-complete ideal, 
then NNC(rc,Ns,Borel); in particular, if there is a real-valued measurable cardinal, 
then NNC(2n”, No, Borel). 
To get NNC( K, A, Borel) for uncountable ,l by this method, we need ultrafilters with 
stronger properties. 
Proposition 6.12. Suppose K,A, and p are cardinals, and U is an ultraJilter over K 
with the following property: for any SC U of cardinality at most 2, there is a set 
X of cardinality at most p such that X n A # 8 for all A ES. Then, for any CI such 
that plcci ~2, U is (A,?!; a)-nonregular for all A’ < 2; if pl”I <cf 2, then U is (A, A; CC)- 
nonregular. 
Proof. We may assume I is infinite, since otherwise any ultrafilter is (,?,A; a)- 
nonregular. Fix IX, and let { rp: /? <A} be a collection of closed U-branching trees 
of height a + 1. For each /I < I we will define a maximal branch sp of Tp. The defini- 
tion will be by simultaneous recursion on the length of the sequences. So suppose y <CI 
and we have defined sp 1~ E Tb for each /I < L Fix s E YK, and let S = {/I < 2: sb ly = s}. 
Then ((6: s”(6) E Ta}: j3 E S} is a collection of at most 2 members of U, so there 
is a set X G K of cardinality at most ~1 which has nonempty intersection with each 
member of this collection. For each /I ES, define sg(y) to be the least member of 
X n { 6: s” (6) E Tg}. Do this for all s E YK to define sg(y) for all p < 3,. This completes 
the recursion. 
Clearly, sp is a maximal element of Tp for each /I < 2. It is clear from the definition 
of the sequences sp that, for any s, there are at most ZL S’s such that s”(S) is an 
initial segment of some sp. It follows easily that, for each y d CL, [{.~a TV: /? < A)] < $‘I. 
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In particular, 1 {sg: p < 2) 1 d p lal. Now, if ~1~1 <II and 2’ <I, then there must be an s 
such that 1 {/I < A: sp = s} I> ;I’, since otherwise we would have expressed /2 as the union 
of at most pIal sets each of cardinality at most A’, which is impossible. Similarly, if 
pIal <cf 2, then there must be an s such that ]{/I < 1: SB = s}l = 2. Since {Tg: j? tn} 
was arbitrary, we are done. q 
Proposition 6.13. Zf U is an ultrajilter over IC which is v-indecomposable for all v 
such that p <v62’, then U has the property in the hypothesis of Proposition 6.12. 
Proof. Suppose S C U and ISI <A. Define an equivalence relation N on K as follows: 
for any P,Y<K, /I-y iff, for all A ES, we have /3 E AMY E A. Clearly, there are at 
most 2” --equivalence classes, and the union of these classes is K, so the indecom- 
posability of U implies that there is a set Z of at most p--equivalence classes such 
that lJZ E U. Let X 2 IJ Z be a set which contains exactly one member of each set 
in Z; then IXI<p. IfAES, then AEU, so ArTUZ#B. If yEArlUZ, then there is 
x EX such that x-y; since y E A, x E A, so X n A # 0. Since A was arbitrary, X is 
the desired set. 0 
These two propositions show that NNC(rc, 1, Borel) follows from the existence of 
sufficiently indecomposable ultrafilters over rc; in particular, if rc is a strong limit cardi- 
nal carrying a uniform ultrafilter U which is v-indecomposable for all sufficiently large 
v < K, then NNC(lc, < K, U-measurable) (and hence NNC(rc, < K, Borel)). 
One application of these propositions is to show that certain cardinals K which 
satisfy NNC(rc, i, Borel) for all 2 <K for trivial reasons (they are limits of smaller 
cardinals with this property) actually satisfy the stronger statement NNC( rc, < rc, Borel) 
less trivially. 
Corollary 6.14. Zf K is a limit of an co-sequence of measurable cardinals, or if K is 
the cardinal obtained by adjoining a Prikry sequence through a measurable cardinal, 
then NNC( JC, < K, Borel). 
Proof. In each case there is a uniform ultrafilter over h: which is p-indecomposable 
for all /J such that No <p < rc. For the first case, let U,, be a Ic,-complete nonprincipal 
ultrafilter over rc,, where (rc,: n <co) converges to rc, and let I’ be a nonprincipal ultra- 
filter over o, then let U = {S 2 IC: {n < o: Sr? K, E U,,} E V}. To see that the ultrafilter 
U is CL-indecomposable for all p such that Na <p <rc, note that if (lJaciy S,) n IC, E U,, 
and p < K,, then S, n K, E U,, for some CI <p. For the second case, let U be any ul- 
trafilter extending the rc-complete ultrafilter over rc in the ground model used to define 
the forcing notion; Prikry [ 161 shows that U is I-indecomposable for all uncountable 
A<lc [8, Example 37.31. 0 
The cardinality hypotheses of Propositions 6.12 and 6.13 prevent us from applying 
them to get new results about cardinals K <2N0. The next two propositions 
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(Proposition 6.16 in particular) will show that even the assumption that K is real- 
valued measurable is not strong enough to get a uniform (JC, Ni ; o)-nonregular ultrafilter 
over ic. 
Proposition 6.15. If I and p are cardinals and there is a set S c 90 of cardinality 
1 such that, for any compact CC 90, IS n C( <p, then any Nl-incomplete ultraJilter 
is (1, p; w)-regular. 
Proof. Fix such an S, say S = (x0: /3 < A} with xp #x1 for j? # y, and fix an 
Ni-incomplete ultrafilter U over rc. Let (Yn: n <o) be a sequence of sets in U such 
that n,,, Y, @ U; we may assume that n,,, Y, = 0 and that Y, > Y,+i for n co. De- 
fine a sequence (Tg: p < 1) of closed U-branching trees of height o + 1 as follows: 
for any p<i and any SE iw K, put s E Tp iff, for each n <k’(s), s(n) E Y,,(,). To see 
that the trees Tg have the required properties, let s be any element of %, and let 
Z = {/I <A: s E Tg}; we must see that ]Z] <p. Define t E %I so that t(n) is the least m 
such that s(n) 6 Y,,,; since (Y,: m co) is a decreasing sequence, it is easy to see that 
xp(n) < t(n) for all n <w and /I E Z. Let C = {x E Oo: (Vln <o)x(n) < t(n)}; then C is 
a compact set, so JZI = j{xp: a E Z}] <IS 17 C] <p, as desired. 0 
Prikry [ 161 (see also [S, pp. 425-4261) has shown that, in the model obtained by 
adding 1 Cohen-generic reals to a model containing a measurable cardinal K, K carries 
a Ic-complete Ni-saturated ideal. However, he has also shown that this model satisfies 
the hypothesis of Proposition 6.15 with p = Ni ; therefore, the existence of a K-complete 
Nl-saturated ideal over K does not imply the existence of a (K, Ni; w)-nonregular ultra- 
filter. On the other hand, the hypothesis of Proposition 6.15 cannot hold if there is 
a real-valued measurable cardinal K such that J. > K 3 p 3 N1; this limitation does not 
apply to the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.16. Zf K, 2, and ~1 are cardinals and there is a sequence (Ab: B < 1) such 
that, for any injnite S G K, ) {/3 -c I: S C Ag or S n Ag = 8) 1-c p, then any nonprincipal 
ultrajilter over K is (2, p; o)-regular. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and let U be a nonprincipal ultrafilter over K. Define 
closed U-branching trees Tg of height w + 1 for p < 2 as follows: for any B < ,?. and any 
SEQW K, put s E Tg iff s is one-to-one and s(n) E BP for each n <e(s), where BP is that 
one of K f~ Ag and K\A~ which is in U. To see that these trees have the required prop- 
erty, let s be any element of we, and let Z = {p < 2: s E Tg}; we must see that /Z] < 1-1. 
We may assume that s is one-to-one, since otherwise Z = 0. Let S = {s(n): n<o}; 
then S is infinite and, for each /I E Z, S C Bp, so S & Ap or S n Ap = 0. Hence, ]Z] <p, 
as desired. q 
If M is a model obtained by adding a sequence (xg: j3 < 1) of Cohen-generic mem- 
bers of “2 (or “w) to some ground model, then M satisfies the hypothesis of 
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Proposition 6.16 for No < IC<~ and p = Ni. To define the sequence (AD: fi <A), let 
f: 2 x A + I be a bijection which is in the ground model, and let 
Ab = {y <I,: Xff(b,y)(o) = 1). 
To see that this works, let S be an infinite subset of 1 in M; since the desired property 
for S follows from that property for some infinite subset of S, we may assume that 
S is countable. Since the forcing notion has the countable chain condition, there is 
a countable set S’ in the ground model such that S C S’ c 1. For each o! E S’, choose 
a maximal antichain (in the ground model) of conditions which decide whether c( ES; 
each of these antichains is countable. Hence, if W is the set of P-CA such that some 
element of one of these antichains gives some information about xb, then W is count- 
able, and so is 2 = {/I-CA: (3~ <n)f(/?,v) E W}. An easy genericity argument shows 
that, for any fi E n\Z, S I? Ag # 8 and S\Ap # 0; since Z is countable, we are done. 
This gives another proof that K can carry a rc-complete Ni-saturated ideal without 
carrying a (K, Ni ; w)-nonregular ultrafilter. In this case, however, an analogous proof 
works to give a real-valued measurable cardinal K carrying no (K, Ni ; o)-nonregular 
ultrafilter. The model M for this case is obtained by forcing to add /1 random reals; 
specifically, we define this forcing notion using as conditions the subsets of “2 of 
positive measure in the symmetric product measure on ‘2. Let G be the generic set, 
and find f in the ground model as in the preceding paragraph; then let 
AD = {y<i: (s~“2: s(f(/l,y))= 1) t G} 
The proof that this works is the same as before, once we note that each measurable set 
has countable support. But any measurable cardinal in the ground model is real-valued 
measurable in M. 
The preceding two propositions and the associated remarks do not preclude the 
existence of a cardinal K < 2No carrying a (K, Nr ; o)-nonregular ultrafilter. In particular, 
the hypotheses of both propositions contradict Martin’s Axiom (MA), given some mild 
hypotheses (namely p <I <2No, p <2No, cf p > w, and IC 3 No). For Proposition 6.15 we 
recall that MA implies that for any set S C w. of cardinality p there is g E Oo such that, 
for each f E S, f(n) <g(n) for all sufficiently large IZ [8, p. 2611. Hence, S is contained 
in the union of No compact sets, namely {f E ww: @‘n < o) f(n) <h(n)} for all h E Ow 
such that h(n) =g(n) for all sufficiently large n, so one of these compact sets must 
contain p members of S. For Proposition 6.16, we use the following argument, which 
Baumgartner and Hajnal [3, p. 1961 attribute to Solovay. Let (Ag: B<,4) be arbitrary. 
Let U be a nonprincipal ultrafilter over CO; for each p<p, let BP be that one of onAp 
and o\Ag which is in U. Define a forcing notion P as follows: a condition is a pair 
(a, b) where a C: CO and b 2 p are finite; (c,d) is stronger than (a, b) iff a 2 c, b C d, 
and, for each n E c\a and each PE b, n E Bg. Since any two conditions (a, b), (c,d) 
with a= c are compatible, P has the countable chain condition. Using the definition 
of BP, we easily see that the sets D, = {(a, b) E P: Ial >n} and Eg = {(a, b) E P: p E b} 
are dense in P (for n <CO, p <p). Now apply MA to get a filter G on P which 
meets each of these dense sets. Let S= U{u: (a, b) E G}; then S is infinite and, for 
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each /?<p, S\Bp is finite. Since S has only countably many finite subsets, there must 
be a finite z C S such that ]{/I < p: S\z C Bg}) = p, and hence 1 {p < k S\z C Ag or 
(S\z)n.4g=0}12p. 
But starting with a model containing a cardinal K carrying a rc-complete Ni-saturated 
ideal, one can obtain a model of MA + “2no is large” by a C.C.C. forcing extension 
[S, Section 231, and K will still carry a rc-complete Nl-saturated ideal in the extension [8, 
Example 34.5, p. 4261. It is quite possible that this model, or a model obtained by 
some more specialized C.C.C. forcing notion over a model with a measurable cardinal, 
will contain a cardinal K carrying a nontrivial (K, Nt ; o)-nonregular ultrafilter. Another 
possibility is that NNC(K, Ni,Borel) will follow from the real-valued measurability of 
K by a different argument. (By the random-real case of Theorem 4.1, we know that 
NNC(K, Ni, Borel) is at least relatively consistent with the real-valued measurability 
of K.) 
7. The complexity of narrow clopen partitions 
In this section, we consider a slightly different question. Let K and 1 be infinite 
cardinals. Suppose that there does exist a A-narrow covering of we by open sets. Must 
such a covering be complicated? 
Of course, we cannot ask this without a suitable measure of complexity of open 
coverings of we. We can get such a measure by considering trees associated with the 
coverings. 
For any finite sequence g E ‘OK, let N, be the basic open subset of wrc consisting 
of those infinite sequences that begin with r~. Now, given an open covering of we, 
let T be the set of all 0 E <9c such that N, is not a subset of any member of 
the covering. Clearly T is a tree, since N, C N, whenever CJ & r. Furthermore, [T] is 
empty: any s E OK is in some member A of the covering, and A is open, so some basic 
neighborhood N, of s is included in A, which gives rs G s and 0 $! T, so s $! [T]. 
We recall some basic definitions in order to fix notation. A tree T 2 <We is well- 
founded iff [T] = 0. F or any well-founded tree, we define a rank function rkr mapping 
T to the ordinals by well-founded recursion as follows: if CJ E T, then rkr(a) is the 
least ordinal greater than rkr(a” (/I)) for all /I such that cm (fi) E T. For cr $ T we put 
rkT(a) = -1. Define rk(T), the rank of the well-founded tree T, to be 
1 +rkr(( )). 
Now we can define the complexity (or rank) of an open covering of OK to be the 
rank of the associated well-founded tree. This will be an ordinal less than IC+. 
This may be slightly clearer when the open covering is actually a partition of we 
into open sets. In this case the sets are necessarily clopen, since the complement of 
one set is the union of the others. And the tree T can be defined to be the set of all o 
such that N, meets more than one set in the partition. 
By a standard argument, any narrow covering by open sets can be reduced to a 
narrow partition: 
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Proposition 7.1. If there exists a l-narrow covering of we using open sets, then there 
exists a I-narrow partition of OJC using open (and hence c/open) sets. 
Proof. Let (AAn: n < co) be such a covering. Since A, is open, we have A, = U,,, B,,*, 
where 
B,,=U{N,: CTE~K,N~~A,,}. 
The sets B,, are clopen; in fact, membership of s E % in B,, depends only on s r m. 
Hence, the sets 
B;, = B,,\ u &A,, U u u &/ix, 
d<n dim n’co 
are also clopen. The sets BA, are disjoint, and we have BA,,, C B,, and U,,,,, B,‘, = 
U n,m <o B,,, = 9~. Therefore, the open sets A; = U,,, B&, form a partition of 9~; since 
AA CA,, AL is A-narrow, as desired. Cl 
It is easy to see that the tree associated with the clopen partition constructed above is 
the same as the tree associated with the original open covering, so the reduction process 
does not change the complexity of the covering. Hence, we may restrict ourselves to 
clopen partitions when trying to find the minimum complexity of a A-narrow open 
covering of 9~. (However, often it will be just as convenient to work with the open 
coverings.) 
This notion of complexity, for the case of individual clopen subsets of the Baire 
space Oo, is called the Kalmar rank; see [2]. 
If n is finite, then a clopen partition of we has rank at most n if and only if, for 
every s E @JC, the piece of the partition that contains s is determined by s r n. Such 
a partition is essentially a partition of the finite-dimensional product “rc. Also, if a set 
in such a partition contains a point s, it must contain all points on the line through s 
parallel to the jth coordinate axis, for any j an. Therefore, if the clopen sets Aj for 
j <o form a l-narrow partition of w~ of rank at most n, where A<Ic, then necessarily 
Aj = 0 for j >n, and the sets Aj for j <n are determined by a A-narrow partition 
of “K. Hence, Theorem 2.3 tells us when such partitions exist: 
Proposition 7.2. For any natural number n > 0, ordinal a, and cardinal K, there exists 
an &-narrow clopen partition of wIc of complexity at most n if and only lj” K < N,+,_I. 
Similarly, one can translate Proposition 2.4 into a statement about finite-rank narrow 
clopen partitions of wIc for finite rc. 
The next case to consider is K = N,. Here Proposition 7.2 tells us that, for any 
1<N,, a &narrow clopen partition of we, if it exists, must have rank at least o. 
However, we will see that the rank must actually be much higher than this. 
Such a partition might not exist at all; see Theorem 3.5. On the other hand, there 
are models in which such partitions do exist; for instance, Corollary 3.4(e) (along 
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with Proposition 7.1) tells us that, if V = L, then an Nl-narrow clopen partition of we 
exists. So, in such a model, one can try to find the least possible complexity of such 
a partition. 
It is convenient to reformulate this question in terms of free subsets of algebras, as in 
Theorem 3.3. Given a structure M, one can form the tree TM of all finite sequences o 
of members of M which are free for M (i.e., a is one-to-one and the range of a is 
a free subset of M). If M has no infinite free subset, then there can be no infinite 
branch through TM, so TM is well-founded, and one can compute its rank. 
Proposition 7.3. Let K and p be i@nite cardinals, with JC>~, such that hJNC(lc,p+, 
open) does not hold. Then the least possible complexity of a p+-narrow covering 
of OK by open sets is equal to the least possible rank of the tree TM of jinite free 
sequences for an algebra M of size K with p operations and no infinite free subset. 
Proof. Given a p+-narrow covering (An: n <co) of OK by open sets, let T be the 
associated tree. Define a structure M from the covering as in the second part of the 
proof of Theorem 3.3. If a E iw~ is not in T, then N, &A,,, for some m. Let n = e(a). 
Since K > p+, N, is not ,u+-narrow in the jth coordinate for j >n, so we must have 
m <n. Therefore, if a’ is a with the m’th coordinate deleted, then a(m)=f,,,(a’) for 
some c(<p, so ae TM. This proves that TM C: T, so rk(TM)<rk(T). 
Conversely, suppose we have a structure M with universe tc which has JI oper- 
ations and no infinite free subset. Define a corresponding $-narrow open covering 
(A,: n<w) of we as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.3, and let T be the 
associated tree. If a E to~ is not in TM, then, for some m</(a), a(m) is gener- 
ated in M from {a(j): j # m}. This implies N, 2 A,,,, so a @ T. Therefore, T C_ T,,,, so 
rk(T)<rk(TM). 0 
So we can study trees associated with coverings or trees of finite free sequences, 
whichever is more convenient at the time. 
We will now see that, when K >N,, the trees above must have rank much higher 
than the finite ranks produced in Proposition 7.2. 
Theorem 7.4. Let K be an uncountable limit cardinal. If M is an algebra with uni- 
verse K which has fewer than K operations and no injinite free subset, then rk( TM) 2 K. 
Proof. We show by induction on ordinals c( less than K that, if M is an algebra 
with universe K which has fewer than K operations and no infinite free subset, then 
rk(TM) > a. Suppose this is true for all CI’ < CI. Let M be such an algebra. Let A be 
an uncountable regular cardinal less than K but greater than ~1 and greater than the 
number of operations of M. Let M’ be M with an additional constant function cy with 
value y for each y < A. By the induction hypothesis, rk( TM,) is greater than ct’ for all 
a’ <a, so rk( TM, ) > CI. If rk( TM, ) > CI, then rk( T,) > CI as desired because TM! C TM, so 
suppose rk(TMr ) = LX. Let T’ be a subtree of T M, which has rank CL and cardinality 1011 
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(this is easy to obtain). Let S be the set of members of K which are mentioned in T’. 
Then IS( <I and M has fewer than A operations, so IHM(S)I <,J (recall that HM(S) is 
the subalgebra of A4 generated by S). Choose y<A which is not in HM(S). Then, for 
every (T E T’, (y)” CJ is free for M. (By choice of y, y is not generated by the members 
of o; and no member of c is generated from y and the other members of (T because 
cr is free for M’.) Therefore, rkrM((y))arkrr(( )), so rk( TM) > rk( T’) = ~1, as desired. 
This completes the induction. 0 
This argument for limit cardinals produces very little when applied to successor car- 
dinals; in fact, the following proposition shows that the ranks obtained from algebras of 
successor cardinal size are only slightly higher than those obtained from the preceding 
limit cardinal. 
Proposition 7.5. Let p and K be injnite cardinals with p< K. If there is an algebra 
on K with p operations and no injinite free subset, then there is such an algebra 
on K+ as well. Furthermore, if CEQ is the least possible rank for the tree of jinite free 
sequences for such an algebra on K, and al is the corresponding least possible rank 
f or K+, then cc0 + 1 dori <2. a0 + 1. 
Proof. Let A40 be an algebra on K with ~1 operations and no infinite free subset, such 
that rk(TMO) = CYO. Also, for each ordinal 5 < K +, let gy be a bijection between <+ 1 and 
some ordinal <lc. Let Mi be an algebra on IC+ with ~1 operations which include: all of 
the operations of MO, extended in some arbitrary manner to operations on rcf; a binary 
operation G such that G(<, r) = g<(q) whenever 7 d 5; and a binary operation G’ such 
that G’( 4, q) = SF’(q) whenever ye E range(gy ). We will see that rk(TM, ) d 2~ + 1. 
Given two ordinals /I, y < K+, we can produce an ordinal 6 <rc by letting 6 = 
G(max(p, y),min(p, y)). On the other hand, if we are given 6 and the larger of /I 
and y, we can recover the other ordinal in the pair {B, y}, since min(/I, y) = 
G’(max@, y), 6). Now, given a finite sequence 0 E <W~f of length n, we can produce 
a finite sequence h(o) E <(“Jc of length n/2 (rounded down) by applying the above 
procedure to the pairs {a(O),a(l)}, {a(2),43)}, and so on. 
If 0 is such that h(a) @ T,,, then there is k < /(h(o)) such that h(o)(k) is obtainable 
from the other coordinates of h(o) using the operations of MO. Let j be whichever of 
2k and 2k + 1 has the smaller coordinate of 0. Then a(j) is obtainable from the other 
coordinates of (T using the operations of Ml: use G to obtain h(o)(i) for i # k, then 
use the operations of Mi extending those of MO to obtain h(o)(k), then apply G’ to 
a(4k + 1 - j) and h(a)(k) to get a(j). Therefore, D 4 TM,. 
Now a straightforward induction on rkrMO(h(o)) shows that, for any r~ E TM,, if 
e(a) is even, then rkrM, (a) 62. rkr,,(h(a))+l, and if /(a) is odd, then rkrM, (o)<2. 
rkrMO (h(a)). Therefore, rk( TM, ) < 2 . rk(TMO ) + 1, as desired. 
For the other direction, let M be an algebra on rc+ with ,u operations and no infinite 
free subset such that rk(TM) = al. The subalgebra of M generated by the set K C IC+ 
has size K, so we can choose y< IC+ which is not in this subalgebra. Let M’ be 
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M with an additional constant operation with value y. Now let M” be an algebra on K 
with ~1 operations such that, for each operation f on K+ which is a composition of 
operations of M’, there is an operation f" of M” such that, for any PO,. . . , /?+I < K, if 
fuh . . .,fin_I)<rc, then f(fls ,..., fin-i)= f(Po,. ..,j?,,-1). Any free set for M” will 
also be free for M, so M” has no infinite free subset. The tree TM/I must have rank at 
least ~(0. But for any (T E TM!/, (7)” e must be in TM (as in the proof of the preceding 
proposition), so rk(TM) >rk(TMlt ), so tll >,a0 + 1. 0 
Note that this multiplication on the left by 2 has no effect on the limit part of the 
ordinal ao. Hence, if y is a limit ordinal, p is an infinite cardinal less than N,, and the 
least possible rank for the tree of finite free sequences for an algebra of size N, with 
,u operations is 6 + m where 6 is a limit ordinal and m is finite, then, for any finite n, 
one can apply Proposition 7.5 n times to show that the l ast possible rank a for the 
tree of finite free sequences for an algebra of size NY+,, with p operations must satisfy 
6 f m + n d a < 6 + (m + 1)2” - 1. One can instead use a direct argument, rather than 
an n-fold iteration, to reduce this upper bound to 6 + (m + 1 )(n + 1) - 1. This will 
suffice to determine a completely if m happens to be 0. 
This shows that the main case of interest for the problem of free-sequence tree 
ranks, or for complexity of open narrow coverings, is the case of limit cardinals K. 
Here Theorem 7.4 gives a lower bound of K, but it is quite possible that this bound 
can be improved; the only obvious upper bound is K+ (assuming that a suitable algebra 
or narrow covering exists at all). In the rest of this section, we will see that, for the 
particular case where JC is an uncountable strong limit cardinal of cofinality w, the 
lower bound can indeed be substantially improved. 
For the rest of this section, we will make the following definitions and assumptions: 
Let K be a strong limit cardinal of cofinality w. Assume that we have (not neces- 
sarily fixed) sequences (K n : II < co) and (A,: 12 < w) of infinite cardinals such that 
K, 6&l, K,,+~ = (2’~)+, and lim,,, K, = K. Also, in order to make ~0 have the 
same properties as the other cardinals rcn, assume that we have infinite cardinals 
IC-~ <A-1 such that rco = (2”-I)+. 
For each n, let P, be the n-fold Cartesian product nyid pi (not the cardinal 
product, which would just be K,_ I). 
We will be using primarily the cardinals K,; the separate cardinals 1, are only needed 
in order to allow the sequence (K,: n < o) to be cofinal in K even when K is a limit 
of strong limit cardinals. If K = N,, we can just let ;1,, = rc,. 
We will show that any narrow open covering of OK must have high complexity by 
establishing two facts: the tree associated with a narrow open covering must meet all 
‘large’ subproducts of the product sets P,, and a tree of small rank cannot meet all 
such subproducts. 
Definition 7.6. A finite sequence ? = (f(i): i <n) with f(i) C K~ for all i <II is a large 
sequence if 1 F(i)1 = Ici for all i. If T C <w K is a tree and p is a large sequence, 
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then T r* f is the subtree of T consisting of all cr E T such that a(i) E y(i) for all 
i < min(/(f), e(o)). Also, we say that T avoids f if T n fliteCpj p(i) = 8. If f and 2 
are large sequences, then Z < ? means that e(j) a/(f) and z(i) C ?(i) for all i <l(f). 
Easily, if 2 < q and the tree T avoids ?, then T avoids 2. Also, T avoids f if and 
only if rk(T I* f)</(f). 
Lemma 7.7. Let F be a function from P,+l to S, where ISI <K,. Then there is a set 
Z c K,, of size IC,, such that F(a) depends only on o 1 n if o(n) E Z (i.e., if CJ 1 II = CT’ 1 n 
and o(n), o’(n) E Z, then F(o) = F(o’)). Furthermore, if Y is a given subset of IC, of 
size K,, then Z can be taken to be a subset of Y. 
Proof. For each P<K,, define fa:P,+S by jj(a)=F(o”(@). Since (S(<lc,, IS(d 
2kn-1, so the number of possible functions fp is at most 
Since there are K, =(2’n-1)+ ordinals p in Y (let Y be IC,, if no Y is given), there 
must be a set Z C Y of cardinality IC, such that fp = fr for all p, y E Z. This Z satisfies 
the conclusion of the lemma. 0 
If we have a function F : Pn+,,, --) S where (SI <K,, then we can apply Lemma 7.7 
repeatedly to restrict F to a subdomain on which F(a) depends only on CJ r n. This 
can be stated in terms of large sequences as follows: 
Lemma 7.8. Let F be a function from P,+,,, to S, where ISI <K,, and let p be a large 
sequence. Then there is a large sequence .? < F of length at least n + m such that 
g(i)= F(i) for i< min(n,e(p)) and,for c~~n,,,+,z(i), F(a) depends only on CJ In. 
Proof. If the given ? has length less than n + m, then extend it to length n + m 
by letting F(i) = ICY for larger values of i. We now define 2 < p of the same length 
as f as follows. Let z(i) = f(i) if i <n or i > n + m. Also, let F, = F. If i <m and 
we have a function F;:+t : Pn+i+l +S, then by Lemma 7.7 we can find z(i) G y(i) 
and fi: Pn+i + S such that /z(i)1 = K,+i and F;:(o)=fi+t(a”(/?)) for all o~P,+i and 
p E z(i). Do this successively for i from m- 1 down to 0 to finish defining the required 
large sequence Z. 0 
This argument applies just as well if F is not defined on all of P,,+,, but only on 
IIi<n+m y(i), assuming t(y) an +m. Or one can extend F trivially to a function from 
all of Pn+ to S and then apply the lemma as stated. 
In the case n = 0, the conclusion of Lemma 7.8 is that F is constant on the part of 
its domain specified by the large sequence 2. 
Using Lemma 7.8, we can prove one of the two facts mentioned earlier: 
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Proposition 7.9. If T is the tree associated with a KO-narrow open covering of 9c, 
then T does not avoid any large sequence. 
Proof. Let (A,: n <w) be the narrow open covering, and suppose that f is a large 
sequence which is avoided by T. Then, for each (T E fli<e(fj F(i), since (T $? T, there 
exists n < o such that N, GA,,; let F(a) be the least such n. This defines a function 
F : rIi<e(f) F(i) + w. Apply Lemma 7.8 to get 2 4 ? such that F is constant on 
ni<e(F) z(i), say with value n. This means that any s E % such that s(i) E z(i) for all 
i <t’(Z) is in A,-. But clearly we can fix all coordinates of such an s other than the fith 
coordinate, which we allow to vary, to get ‘I points in A,- on the same line parallel 
to the iith coordinate axis. Therefore, Ai is not rco-narrow in the iith coordinate, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
It now remains to prove the other fact, that a tree of low rank must avoid some 
large sequence. This will be proved by induction on the rank of the tree. Two versions 
of the inductive argument will be given; the second version will be more complicated, 
but will attain a better result. 
Proposition 7.10. Zf T c % is a well-founded tree of rank less than K . ICC, (ordinal 
multiplication), and ? is a large sequence, then there is a large sequence .? < ? such 
that T avoids 2. 
Proof. By induction on rk(T). Suppose that the result is already known for trees of 
rank less than rk(T). We consider three cases. 
Case 1: rk( T) < K. Choose n such that rk(T) < K,. It follows that the range of the 
function rkr has size less than K,. 
Find large sequences PO > ?i 3 pz 3 . . . as follows. Let ys be F, extended arbitrarily 
if necessary so as to have length at least n. Given ymm-l, apply Lemma 7.8 to the func- 
tion rkr lP,,+m to get f,,, < F,,_i such that fm In = fm_l Tn and, for fl E ni<n+m f&i), 
rkr(a) depends only on 0 tn. 
Now, for any z E n,,,, PO(i) and any m<w, let F,(z) be the common value of 
rkr(a) for c E r’Iicn+m ym(i) extending z. We also have F,_i(r)=rkr((~r(n+rn- 1)) 
for such o; hence, either F,(z)<F,_~(z) or F,(z)=F,_I(z)=-1. Since there is no 
infinite descending sequence of ordinals, for each z there must be an m such that 
F,(z) = -1; let G(z) be the least such m. 
Apply Lemma 7.8 again to get .?o < fa such that G is constant on n,,,&(i); let iii 
be the constant value of G on this set. Define the large sequence 2 of length [(ye,> by 
letting .?!(i)=_&(i) for i <n and j(i) = &(i) for i>n. Then we have rkr(a) = F*(cr In) 
= -1 for all 0 E nitn+m z(i), so T avoids 2. 
Case 2: rk(T) is ofthe form ~.a+/?, where a>0 and o</?<K. Let T’={~ET: 
rkr(a) 3 K. LX}. Then T’ is a subtree of T, and an easy induction shows that rkr(a) = 
rc.a+rkr,(a) for any d E T’. Hence, rk(T’) = p < rk( T), so, by the induction hypothesis, 
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there exists a large sequence 2’ < ? such that T’ avoids 2. Now let T” = T I* 2’; it is 
easy to see that rk(T”) <K. c1+ [(Z’), so we can again apply the induction hypothesis 
to get 2 < .? such that T” avoids 2. It follows that T avoids 2. 
Case 3: rk(T) is of the form CI + n, where CI is a limit ordinal, n co, and cf CI < rc,. 
Let (ag: /I ~6) be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals which converges to CI, 
where 6 < K,. For each cr E P,+l, we must have rkr(o) <a; hence, we can define a 
function F : P n+l --f 6 by F(o) is the least /I such that rkr(o) < ~8. By Lemma 7.8, 
there is a large sequence ?’ < f of length at least n+ 1 such that, for rr E n,_+i p’(i), 
F(o) depends only on o Tn. Let T’ = T I* ?‘. Clearly, rkr/(cr) d rkr(a) for all (T E ‘OK. 
If cr E T’ is of length IZ, and p is the common value of F(o”(y)) for y E p(n), then 
rkrj(o”(y))<crg for all YEIC~, so rkrl(o)<aa<a; this implies that rkrj(( ))<a+n-1, 
so rk( T’) < rk(T). Apply the induction hypothesis to T’ to get .? =$ f’ such that T’ 
avoids 2; then T also avoids 2. 
It is not hard to see that any value for rk(T) less than IC. KO falls under at least one 
of these three cases, so the induction is complete. 0 
Corollary 7.11. If K is an uncountable strong limit cardinal of cojinality co, and 2 < K, 
then any A-narrow covering of 9c using open sets must have complexity at least IC. K. 
Proof. Let T be the tree associated with such a covering, and suppose that rk( T) < K.IC; 
then there is c( < K such that rk(T) < K . a. Choose the cardinals K,, and A,, as specified 
in the global assumptions, so that Q is greater than u and 2. Then Proposition 7.10 
(with ?=( )) t s ates that there is a large sequence 2? such that T avoids 2, while 
Proposition 7.9 states that there is no such 2, so we have a contradiction. q 
Now we give the second version of the inductive argument. In order to reach higher 
tree ranks, we work with an entire collection of trees simultaneously. We will show 
not only that each tree in the collection avoids some large sequence, but that one can 
find a relatively small number of large sequences such that each tree in the collection 
avoids at least one of them. 
Proposition 7.12. Let ,u be an injinite cardinal less than ~0. Suppose that !Z is a 
collection of well-founded trees T s <% such that sup{rk(T): T E X} <ICY+ (ordinal 
exponentiation) and 131 <K-I. Finally, suppose that F is a large sequence. Then 
there is a collection $? of large sequences 2 < ? such that )%I <p and, for every 
T E 3, there exists .?! E % such that T avoids .?. 
Proof. Let t10 be the least ordinal which is greater than rk(T) for all T E 57; then 
a()<l?+. If as <o, the conclusion is trivial: just let V = (2) where 2 is any large 
sequence of length at least CIO such that 2 4 ?. So suppose as > w. Then there is a 
unique ordinal 8 <pL+ such that o . d’ <a0 <w . K ‘+’ The proof will be by induction . 
on 8, simultaneously for all sequences of cardinals rc, and 1, satisfying the global 
assumptions. (However, IC and p will be fixed.) 
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Suppose the statement is true for all @CO. For convenience, we divide the induction 
step into two cases. 
Case 1: CD~K~<CY~<W~~C~~K~. Let 6=o.Ke, and choose a strictly increasing and 
continuous sequence (68: p < cf 6) converging to 6 such that 60 = 0 and 61 do. Note 
that cf 6 is either cf o, cf K, or cf 8, so cf 6 <I. 
We will construct a sequence (%?k: k<o) of sets of large sequences with the fol- 
lowing properties: 
0 %$={Y}; 
l I%klbp for all k; 
l if 2’ E %$+I, then there is 2 E %?k such that 2’ 4 2; and 
l if .? E gk and T E X, then there is .? < 2 in $k+i such that either T avoids z’ or 
rk(T r* Z’)<rk(T r* 2). 
Once we have this sequence, we can let V = lJktw %?k. Then ‘3 will be a set of large 
sequences .? 4 ?, with I%? <p. For every T E X, there will be 2 E $7 such that T 
avoids .?; if this were not so, one could start with & = f, find 2, E 59, such that 
rk(T r*?!i)<rk(T r*&,), then find &,E@ such that rk(T r*.$)<rk(T r’gi), and so 
on, thus producing an infinite descending sequence of ordinal ranks, which is impos- 
sible. Therefore, V will be as desired. 
Given %$, we will construct %$+I by examining each large sequence 2 E %?k and 
thereby producing a collection of at most p new large sequences to be put into %$+I. 
So let .? be an arbitrary member of %$, and proceed as follows. 
For each T E X, we can express rk(T I* 2) in the form 6 . yo + y1 + n where n CO 
and yi is zero or a limit ordinal less than 6, and this expression is unique. Note that 
the number of possibilities for yo is less than ICO, since a0 < 6 . ~0. Let f(T) = (n, /?, c), 
where p is the unique /I such that 68 dyi <6b+i, and c is 0 if yo =O, 1 otherwise. 
Note that the number of possible values for f(T) is at most Ice x (cf S) x 216~. We 
consider each possible triple (n, B, c) separately. Fix (n, j?, c) with IZ <w, /I < cf 6, and 
c <2, and let 
~~;zB~ = {T I* 2: T E X and f(T) = (n,/?,c)}. 
We now consider several subcases. 
Subcase 1: c = 0. Then the trees in %$, all have rank less than 6~+i + n, which is 
below 6, so we can apply the induction hypothesis to get a collection of at most ~1 
large sequences 2’ < 2 such that every T’ E Xnpc avoids at least one of the sequences. 
It follows that every tree T E X such that f(T) = (n, /?, c) must avoid one of these 
sequences. Add all of these large sequences to %?k+i. 
Subcase 2: c = 1 and /I >O. For each T’ E X&, express rk(T’) in the form &yo+yi+n 
as above (where ya and yi depend on T’), and let T,’ = {G E T’: rkr,(o) b 6 . ~0). It 
is easy to see that rk(TJ) = yi + iz < 6p+i + n ~6 for each T’ E Xnpc. Therefore, we 
can apply the induction hypothesis to the set {T:: T’ E X,gc} to get a collection of 
at most ,u large sequences .? =$ .? such that every such tree T: avoids at least one 
of the sequences. If T: avoids _?, then rk(T’ I* 2) < 6 . yo + d(z’) <rk(T’). (Note 
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that, if T’ = T I* 2 and _? < 2, then T’ I* 2 = T r* 2.) Again, add all of these large 
sequences Z’ to %$+I. 
Subcase 3: c = 1 and j3 = 0. Then, for each T’ E !Z& we can express rk(T’) in the 
form 6 . yo + n, where ys <ICO since Q <6 . ~0. Since cf 6 <p<rca, we have cf (6 . 
yo) < IQ. Let v be the predecessor cardinal of rcs, i.e., 2’-I. Then we can partition 6.~0 
into sets B[‘, 5 <v, none of which is cofinal in 6 . ya. Now, for each 0 E P,+l, let 
F(a) be the function from X,gc to v defined by: F(o)(T’) is the unique 5 <v such 
that rkr, (o) E Bf . The number of possible functions F(a) is at most v1%2^.&1; since 
IX,gcl<l%~<rc_i61_i and v=2’-I, we have vlcflcl Gv, so there are fewer than rcs 
possible values of F(o). We can now apply Lemma 7.8 to get a large sequence .? < 2 
of length at least n + 1 such that F is constant on n,_+i z’(i). Let h : Xn;lpc + v be the 
constant value of F on this set. For any T’ E L?&& if 5 = h(T’), then, since Bf is a 
non-cofinal subset of the limit ordinal 6. yo and rkr/(cr) E BF’ for any cr E n,_+i j’(i), 
we have rk(T’ r*.?)<6+yo<rk(T’). Add this .?’ to %$+I. 
Once the relevant subcase step has been performed for each 2 E vk and each (n, /I, c), 
the construction of +&+I is complete. We have ensured that ‘ck)k+i has all of the required 
properties. This finishes Case 1 of the induction. 
Case 2: ~~K~~Ko~~o<~~K e+’ . Fix n such that as < 0. TC’. K,. If we let JCL = K,+, 
and 1; = A,,+,, for all m (including - 1 ), and define PA accordingly, then the global 
assumptions will be satisfied for these new values. Consider the collection 
!E^’ = {T,: o E P,,, T E LX}, 
where TO = {z: B”Z E T}. Clearly, 3’ is a collection of trees T’ C <%, and )%‘I d 
1x1 . (p,( <G-l= d-1. Also, for each T E .% and each CJ E P,,, 
rk(T,)drk(T)<txo<o.K-e . lc;. 
Therefore, we can apply Case 1 to get a collection G” of at most p large (for the 
cardinals K;) sequences .? < (?(n + i): i < d( ?) - n) such that, for each T’ E Z’, there 
exists .? E V’ such that T’ avoids 2’. 
For each 0 E P,, define F(o) : 3 -+ W so that F(a)(T) is some _? E V such that T, 
avoids 2’. Since [%“I <p < ~0 and IX( < rc-1, there are fewer than ICO functions from X 
to V’. Therefore, by Lemma 7.8, there is a large sequence f* of length at least n 
such that p* < y/n and F is constant on fl,,, f*(i). Let h =F(a) for cr in this set, 
and let Q? = {(?* In)“,?!‘: .? E V}. Then %? is a collection of at most p large sequences 
2 < f, and each T E 9” avoids some .? E %‘, namely (?* rn)“h(T). This completes the 
induction. 0 
Just as for Corollary 7.11, we can apply Propositions 7.12 and 7.9 to a single given 
tree T (i.e., let X = {T}) with the cardinals p and K~ chosen as large as necessary 
below K to get: 
Corollary 7.13. If K is an uncountable strong limit cardinal of cojinality co, and A< K, 
then any I-narrow covering of % using open sets must have complexity at least K”. 
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There is no reason to believe that the lower bound rcK obtained here is optimal; 
improvements in the argument might yield better results. The obvious way to provide 
an upper limit on this ordinal would be to produce an explicit open narrow covering, or 
an algebra with no infinite free subset, and compute the rank of the corresponding tree. 
For instance, in the constructible universe, with K = N,, one can consider the algebra 
consisting of all operations (unary, binary, etc.) on K which are definable in L,+ ; there 
are countably many of these. Devlin and Paris [5] have shown that this algebra has no 
infinite free subset. However, their proof gives no information about the rank of the 
tree of finite free sequences. I do not know of any upper bound for this rank beyond 
the obvious fact that it is less than K+. 
There are other families of sets besides the open sets for which one could make a 
similar study of complexity of narrow coverings. For instance, one could consider the 
case of Et sets. A reduction argument similar to that of Proposition 7.1 shows that, 
if there is a narrow covering using Zi sets, then there is a narrow partition using Zi, 
and hence di, sets. One can assign an ordinal rank to such a partition in various ways, 
such as the first level in the difference hierarchy which includes all of the individual 
di sets, and then ask what the smallest possible rank for the partition is. However, 
it does not seem useful to study this question yet, since no case is currently known 
where a Ai narrow partition exists and a clopen narrow partition does not. 
8. Open Problems 
There are many open questions related to the concepts studied in this paper; here 
are some of the more interesting ones. 
1. Does NNC(rc, Ni ,F,,) (or even NNC(lc, < rc, Borel)) follow from the real-valued 
measurability of K? 
2. What is the exact consistency strength of NNC(rc, Ni, Borel)? In particular, does it 
imply the existence of O”? 
3. Must the least K satisfying NNC(rc, 2, Borel) for a given 2 actually satisfy NNC(rc, 
<K, Borel)? 
4. Does NNC( rc, il, open) always imply NNC( K, 1, Borel)? 
5. Is NNC(rc, 2, Borel) preserved by any forcing with the countable chain condition? 
6. Can a cardinal K < 2No carry a uniform (K, RI ; w)-nonregular ultrafilter? 
7. Does Projective Determinacy imply that all projective subsets of 9~ are U- 
measurable, where U is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over w? (Louveau [l l] men- 
tions that, if a measurable cardinal exists or if MA+XH holds, then there are 
many ultrafilters U such that all Zi sets are U-measurable, but that it is open 
whether this is so for all U in these cases.) Does Projective Determinacy imply 
NNC(Na, < No, projective)? 
8. What is the least possible rank for the tree of all finite free sequences obtained 
from an algebra of size N, with fewer than N, operations and no infinite free 
subset? 
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9. Mrowka [15] gives some ostensibly weaker variants of NNC(2No, Nt,F,,) which 
would still suffice for his metric space constructions. One such variant is: “( w2) 
cannot be written as a union of sets A, (n to) where A,, is Ni-narrow in the nth 
coordinate and A,, is F, in the product topology on “( @2) where the nth factor w2 
is given the usual Cantor topology while the other factors are given the discrete 
topology. Are these variants actually weaker? Can they be attained using weaker 
large cardinals (or none at all)? Can such a metric space be constructed at all 
without large cardinals? 
10. Mrowka [ 151 also mentions the statement NNC(2K, K+, F,) where rc is an uncount- 
able strong limit cardinal of cofinality w. Is this consistent with ZFC? If so, it will 
require stronger large cardinals than the ones used in this paper: the statement 
clearly implies 2K > K+, so K must be a counterexample to the Singular Cardi- 
nals Hypothesis, and this entails the consistency of measurable cardinals of high 
order [7]. 
11. What happens if one considers products of sets of different sizes? That is, when 
can one express the infinite product I&,, rc, as a union of ‘nice’ sets A,, (n co) 
such that A, is &-narrow in the nth coordinate? This is of interest even in the 
finite-dimensional version with no restrictions on the sets A,,; Simms [20] lists this 
as Open Problem 2, and cites results of Ristow [17] that settle it assuming a weak 
form of GCH (every limit cardinal is a strong limit). 
In fact, one can ask the same question about finite products as of finite sets, 
but this question has been settled. If ]Xj] = kj for each j <II, then n,,,,Xj can be 
expressed as the union of sets Aj (j<n), where Aj is Ij-narrow in the jth coordi- 
nate, if and only if Cj,,( Zj - 1 )/kj 2 1. The necessity of this inequality is a simple 
counting argument. Conversely, if the inequality holds, then one can construct suit- 
able sets Aj by the following modification of the proof of Proposition 2.4, due 
to J. Rickard (personal communication): partition the half-open interval [0, 1) into 
intervals [yj,zj) forj<n SO that.zi--yi6(Zi-l)/kj, letXj={O,l,...,kj-l}, and 
define sets A, C nj,, Xj for j < n as follows: 
12. What happens if we consider notions of ‘narrowness’ that are not defined merely 
in terms of cardinality? For instance, if X is a topological space, then one can 
consider a subset of wX to be “narrow in the nth coordinate” if its intersection 
with each line parallel to the nth coordinate axis is scattered, or meager within 
that line; if X is an ordered set such as the reals, then a subset of OX could be 
considered “narrow in the nth coordinate” if its intersection with each line parallel 
to the nth coordinate axis is a well-ordered subset of that line. 
13. Do any new phenomena arise when one considers narrow coverings of products ‘X 
for uncountable I? 
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